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Boleyn-Fitzgerald

Glick

Finkler

Skran

since 1979, is a specialist in health care
economics. His recent research efforts
have focused on the role of competition in medical-care markets. A
former Robert Wood Johnson Faculty
Fellow in Health Care Finance, he
spent a year in the Kaiser Permanente
Medical Care Program in California.
Amid the national debate on healthcare reform in the early 1990s, he
co-chaired two Lawrence conferences
on health-policy guidelines for policy
makers and made presentations before
both the Wisconsin Assembly and
Senate health committees.
Co-founder of the consulting ﬁrm
Innovative Health Associates, Finkler
has served on several state panels,
including the Wisconsin Governor’s
Task Force on Funding of Academic
Medical Centers and the Turning
Point project on the transformation
of public health services.
Glick, a scholar on gender
stereotyping and prejudice, has
taught at Lawrence since 1985. His
research focuses on the subtle and
the overt ways in which prejudices
and stereotypes foster social inequality. He co-authored research that
introduced the concept of “ambivalent
sexism,” asserting that not just hostile,

Promoted to professor

G

erald I. Metalsky, chair of the
Department of Psychology,
and Dane Maxim Richeson,
director of percussion studies in the
Conservatory of Music, have received
promotions to the rank of full professor.
Metalsky joined the Lawrence
faculty in 1992 after serving as

with additional studies at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania and
Drummers Collective NYC. In addition, he has closely studied the music
of Ghana, where he lived among the
Ewe people, working with master
Metalsky

drummer Godwin Agbeli; Brazil,
where he learned the drumming
traditions of Bahia under Giba
Conceicao; and Mantanzas, Cuba,
where he studied with Afro-Cuban
drummer Jesus Alfonzo. ■

Richeson

consulting clinical psychologist at the
Tri-County Human Services Center
in Richland Center and a research
assistant, intern, and postdoctoral
fellow in the psychology department
of the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
He holds a bachelor’s degree from
the University of California, Berkeley,
a master’s degree from the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook, and a Ph.D. from UW-Madison.
Metalsky’s research interests lie in
the causes and treatment of depression, and he has developed an integrative theory of depression that not only
identiﬁes risk factors for depression
but speciﬁes how depressive episodes
are actually triggered and how people
can avoid becoming depressed.
He also serves as practicing
clinician at the Anxiety, Stress, and
Depression Center in Appleton.
A member of the Lawrence
faculty since 1984, Richeson enjoys
an international reputation for his
performances as solo marimbist,
chamber musician, ethnic percussion
artist, and jazz drummer and as a
teacher and the director of such
groups as the Lawrence University
Percussion Ensemble; the Sambistas,
with a Brazilian repertoire; and
Kinkaviwo, devoted to the drumming
traditions of Ghana.
Richeson earned his master’s
degree from Ithaca College, where
he was a graduate assistant under
renowned marimbist/composer
Gordon Stout, and his bachelor’s
degree from the Ohio State University,

Commencement

Carroll ’61, Board of Trustees Chair William O. Hochkammer ’66,
President Jill Beck, Butler ’73

Two alumni receive honorary degrees

W

isconsin Supreme Court
Justice Louis Butler ’73 and
journalist and research center
director Margaret Carroll ’61 were
awarded honorary degrees
at Commencement exercises on
June 10.
Butler received the degree Doctor
of Humane Letters, and Carroll was
named a Doctor of Education.
Since receiving a bachelor’s degree
in government from Lawrence in
1973, Louis Butler has earned several
notable “ﬁrsts” during a 30-year career
dedicated to public service. He is the
ﬁrst African American to serve on the
Wisconsin Supreme Court and also
holds the distinction of being the ﬁrst
attorney from the Wisconsin State
Public Defender’s Ofﬁce to argue a
case before the United States Supreme

Court. Governor Jim Doyle
appointed him to the Wisconsin
Supreme Court in August 2004.
After 13 years with the State
Public Defender’s Ofﬁce, Butler began
his judicial career as a Milwaukee
Municipal Court judge in 1992. A
former adjunct professor at Marquette
University Law School, he is a
member of the faculty of the National
Judicial College, which provides
continuing education for judges
around the nation. He also serves as
a member of the bench at the Moot
Court Competition at Southwestern
Law School.
His work as a jurist has been
recognized with numerous awards,
among them 2006 Humanitarian of
the Year by the American Federation
of Teachers, Local 212; the 2005
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resident Jill Beck has
announced the appointment of
four members of the faculty to
endowed professorial chairs.
Patrick Boleyn-Fitzgerald, associate
professor of philosophy, was named to
the Edward F. Mielke Professorship
in Ethics in Medicine, Science, and
Society; Merton Finkler, professor
of economics, was named to the John
R. Kimberly Distinguished Professorship in the American Economic
System; Peter Glick, professor of
psychology, was named to the Henry
Merritt Wriston Professorship in the
Social Sciences; and Claudena Skran,
associate professor of government, was
named to the Edwin N. and Ruth Z.
West Professorship in Economics and
Social Science.
Appointments to endowed
professorships recognize academic
distinction through teaching excellence and/or scholarly achievement.
Boleyn-Fitzgerald, a specialist in
bioethics and political philosophy,
joined the Lawrence philosophy
department in 2001 after six years
on the faculty at Louisiana State
University. His research interests
include the relationship between
health care professionals and the
philosophical virtues of gratitude,
forgiveness, and compassion.
A member of President Clinton’s
Advisory Committee on Human
Radiation Experiments in 1994,
Professor Boleyn-Fitzgerald currently
serves as a consultant to Appleton
Medical Center and Afﬁnity Health
System on issues of conﬁdentiality,
competency, and end-of-life treatment
decisions. Since coming to Lawrence,
he has coordinated the college’s annual
Edward R. Mielke Lecture Series in
Biomedical Ethics.
Finkler, a member of the faculty

but subjectively benevolent, views
of women as being pure but fragile
reinforce gender inequality and reward
women for conforming to conventional gender roles while also creating
hostile attitudes toward women who
fail to do so. His 2005 research paper,
“Evaluations of sexy women in high
and low status jobs” was published
in Psychology of Women Quarterly and
attracted national media attention.
Professor Glick was the recipient
of the 1995 Gordon W. Allport Prize
for the best paper on intergroup
relations and was elected a fellow of
both the American Psychological
Association and the American
Psychological Society in 2004.
Skran, whose research interests
focus on international relations,
especially refugee issues, joined the
Lawrence faculty in 1990. She is the
author of the 1995 book Refugees in
Interwar Europe: The Emergence of a
Regime, in which she analyzed the
major players in the early days of the
international refugee arena, including
private volunteer agencies, the forerunners to today’s non-government
organizations (NGOs).
In 2005, she was awarded a
Fulbright Scholars grant to study the
role of NGOs in refugee resettlement
in post-civil war Sierra Leone, where
she spent six months. She also has
conducted ﬁeld research in Central
America, studying displaced people
in El Salvador and refugee issues in
Mexico and Belize. ■
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corporations. She spent 23 years with
IRRC, including 20 as its executive
director, before she retired in 1996.
A long-time member of the
Lawrence University Board of
Trustees, Carroll served as a trustee for
all but two years from 1974 to 2006,
including two years (1993-95) as chair
of the board. She was elected trustee

Commencement

emerita in 2006. In addition, she has
served as a member of a presidential
search committee, president of The
Founders Club, an admissions volunteer, a career consultant, and a class
agent. A resident of Appleton since
2002, she now represents Lawrence
on the city’s College Avenue Design
Committee. ■

Bjørnerud, Bjella, McQuinn

Three cited for teaching, scholarship

G

eologist Marcia Bjørnerud,
choral director Richard Bjella,
and music historian Julie
McQuinn are this year’s recipients of
the college’s awards for excellence in
teaching and scholarship.
Bjørnerud, professor of geology
and the Walter Schober Professor of
Environmental Studies, is the second
recipient of the Excellence in Scholarship or Creative Activity Award,
which was established in 2006. The
award recognizes the importance of
excellence in scholarly and creative
work for advancing the mission of
Lawrence, with preference given to a

faculty member who has demonstrated
sustained programs of excellent work
for a number of years and whose
work exempliﬁes the ideals of the
teacher-scholar.
A structural geologist specializing
in mountain-building processes,
Bjørnerud was elected a Fellow of the
Geological Society of America in 2003
and is the author of two books, the
textbook The Blue Planet: A Laboratory
Manual in Earth System Science and
Reading the Rocks: The Autobiography
of the Earth, which was published
in 2005.
“You have impressed your

colleagues with both the quality and
quantity of your scholarly research,”
President Jill Beck said in presenting
Bjørnerud her award. “Your interest in
how ‘rocks behave,’ to use your words,
has contributed important ideas to
our understanding of tectonic plates
and earthquakes.”
Bjella, professor of music and
director of the Lawrence Concert
Choir and Viking Chorale, received
the Award for Excellence in Teaching, given annually for outstanding
performance in the teaching process,
including the quest to ensure that
students reach their full development
as individuals, human beings, and
future leaders of society.
Since joining the faculty in 1984,
Bjella has conducted in concert halls
around the world, including Paris,
Prague, London, and Lucerne. He also
has guest-conducted more than 350
festivals and workshops in 25 states.
Beck cited Bjella’s “skill, dedication, and sense of joy” in presenting
him his award.
“As a teacher, you are described
as passionate, inspiring, energetic,
spirited, and knowledgeable,” the
president said. “The work you
demand from your students is accepted
with the grace of those who know the
ﬁnal result will be worth every bit of
expended energy. Those who have
watched you work with choir groups
have described your effect as magical.”
Bjella’s ensembles have been
featured on Wisconsin Public Radio
and in the Green Bay Packers video
“Legend of Lambeau Field.” His
concert choir was the ﬁrst to record
“Songs of Children” by Robert Convery, a cantata of nine poems written
by children interned at Terezin, a Nazi
concentration camp.
McQuinn, assistant professor of
music, received the Young Teacher

Musolff, President Beck, Neuenfeldt
Award in recognition of demonstrated excellence in the classroom
and the promise of continued growth.
A musicologist, McQuinn
joined the faculty of the Conservatory of Music in 2003, where she
has taught courses on the history of
music, music and gender, opera, and
“borrowed music” in the movies.
She also has delivered several
pre-concert lectures for the Civic
Orchestra of Chicago and the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
In presenting the award, Beck
praised McQuinn’s “legendary”
ability to engage students and create
excitement for learning.
“When you teach, your enthusiasm makes the material leap off
the pages of books and scores and
into the hearts and minds of your
students,” said Beck. “You have
enriched the lives of many Lawrence
students and given them the power
to grow in their love for music of all
kinds and all eras.” ■

Commencement
Two Wisconsin teachers are
‘outstanding’

D

ana Neuenfeldt, an English
teacher in the Green Lake
School District, and Keith Musolff, a physical science teacher at Kennedy Middle School in Germantown,
were recognized at Commencement
on June 10 with Lawrence University’s
Outstanding Teaching in Wisconsin
Award. Each received a certiﬁcate, a
citation, and a monetary award.
Lawrence has honored Wisconsin
teachers for education excellence
annually since 1985. Recipients,
nominated by Lawrence seniors who
were their students in high school, are
selected on their abilities to communicate effectively, create a sense
of excitement in the classroom, and
motivate their students to pursue
academic excellence while showing a
genuine concern for them in, as well as
outside, the classroom.
Dana Neuenfeldt has taught
English courses in grades 8-12 in
Green Lake since 1995. Her classes
have included American, British,
world, and science ﬁction literature;
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National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
Foot Soldiers Award; and the Outstanding Citizen’s Award from the
Wisconsin Council of Deliberations,
Prince Hall Masons.
Outside the courtroom Butler has
been engaged with a host of state and
national organizations, serving as a
member of the boards of directors of
the NAACP, Legal Action of Wisconsin, and the Criminal Law Section of
the State Bar. He also has worked with
the Criminal Justice Reforms Task
Force and the Urban Initiative Task
Force on Public Education.
Shortly after she graduated
from Lawrence, Margaret Carroll began her journalism career at
Congressional Quarterly, a Washington,
D.C.-based weekly journal that covers
Congress and the federal government,
working her way up from researcher to
associate editor. She had worked as an
intern at CQ for two summers while a
student at Lawrence.
Amid the civil unrest that was
sweeping the country in the late
1960s, Carroll joined the staff at the
National Urban Coalition in 1968 as
director of publications, overseeing the
production of substantive reports and
a newsletter directed at local urban
coalitions. The following year, she
and several former colleagues from
Congressional Quarterly joined forces
to establish National Journal, a weekly
publication focusing primarily on
key actions and personnel in federal
departments and agencies. She served
as the publication’s congressional
editor and later associate editor.
In 1972, Carroll helped establish
the Investor Responsibility Research
Center (IRRC) in Washington, D.C.,
which provided impartial research and
analysis of business and public policy
issues that affect decision making
by institutional investors and major

Inside Lawrence
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poetry; creative writing; and advanced
composition. She spent the ﬁrst
seven years of her career working
with the Green Lake forensics team,
including ﬁve years (1997-2002) as
its head coach. She currently serves
as a member of the National Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development.
“Mrs. Neuenfeldt expected the best
work out of every student who walked
through her door,” Lawrence senior
Katie Smith, a 2003 Green Lake
graduate, wrote in her nomination
letter. “She genuinely cared for each
and every one of us. She was always
willing to bend her schedule to match
yours, whether you needed to make up
a test before or after school or needed

Inside Lawrence
help writing a paper during her one
free period during the day. She truly
wanted everyone to succeed in their
chosen path, and if she could help in
some way, she did.”
Keith Musolff, who retired at the
end of the 2006-07 school year, had
taught in the Germantown School
District since 1972, including the past
20 years at Kennedy Middle School.
During his career, Musolff taught
third and ﬁfth grades, reading and
literature for grades 6-8, and sixthgrade social studies, as well as his
current subject, physical science. From
1999-2003, he served as the coordinator of Kennedy Middle School’s
Gifted and Talented Program.
In addition to being a student

of Musolff ’s, Lawrence senior Eric
Armour spent a year working with
him as a teacher’s aide in the Gifted
and Talented Program, developing
deep respect for Musolff ’s work with
high-risk children.
“It was not a one-size-ﬁts-all
method with Keith,” Armour wrote in
nominating his former teacher for the
award. “He took each student individually and determined the best course
of instruction. Whether that meant an
accelerated curriculum or more depth
in a speciﬁc ﬁeld depended entirely
on the individual student. Keith was
truly an example of how individualized
learning can be effectively applied
even as early as middle school.” ■

Two Lawrence students receive
scholarships

M
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Erratum
A photo caption in the spring issue
incorrectly identiﬁed the named
professorial chair held by Timothy
Spurgin, associate professor of
English. He is the Bonnie Glidden
Buchanan Professor of English
Literature. Lawrence Today apologizes
for this error.

Bates, Felix, Falletta-Cowden
or professional archaeologists representing more than 45 North American
and European institutions, have
participated in the project as trainees
or staff members. ■

The writer of a winning short story

C

allie Bates ’09 was named
the winner of the 2007 Nick
Adams Short Story Contest
sponsored by the Associated Colleges
of the Midwest.
Her winning entry, “The Swans
at Roxleigh,”a tale of a declining
English country house in the days
just after World War II, was selected
from among 45 entries submitted by
ACM students for the 35th edition of
the annual contest. Bates, an English
major from Mercer, received a ﬁrstplace prize of $1,000. Steve Ringman
’07, Park Forest, Ill., joined Bates as
one of the contest’s six ﬁnalists for his
story “Next Exit.”
“Each ACM campus submitted
several stories for this year’s contest, so
to have two students from Lawrence
make it into the top six is a major
accomplishment and says a lot about

the level of creative writing going on
here,” says David McGlynn, assistant
professor of English, one of two faculty
members from ACM institutions
to serve as initial readers for the
contest.
Antonya Nelson, an awardwinning novelist and author of ﬁve
short-story collections, served as the
judge of the contest’s six ﬁnalists. She
called Bates’ story “a lovely meditation
on loss and lostness.

Bates’ story…places the
reader so thoroughly in
another place, another time,
with such authority.
“It places the reader so thoroughly
in another place, another time, with
such authority,” Nelson commented.
“The story reminds the reader that
people have endured suffering, caused
suffering, and survived it for as long as
time itself. I felt both transported by
and utterly invested in this wonderful
piece.” ■
Read “The Swans at Roxleigh” at www.acm.
edu/nickadams/07story1.html
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Lawrence’s New York Posse The Posse Program, which Lawrence has joined, is a scholarship
program that offers incentives for young people capable of very powerful leadership who are coming
from inner-city communities where a liberal arts education would not usually be what is presented
to them. Lawrence’s first group of ten students is from the New York metropolitan area. “They are
wonderful young people,” President Jill Beck says, “very diverse in their socioeconomic backgrounds,
and we are quite delighted that all of their guidance counselors who have recommended them for
admission to Lawrence will be recommending more and more students to us over the years and
opening the doors more and more to the Northeast Corridor for future student-recruitment.”
The photo was taken during the Posse’s first visit to Lawrence, for Admitted Students Day.

onica Felix ’07 has been
named a 2007-08 Fulbright
Scholar and awarded a
fellowship that is permitting her to
spend ten months in Germany. Since
September, she has been working as an
English teaching assistant at a school
equivalent to an American high school
in the western state of Hessen.
This is the second straight year
a Lawrence student has received a
Fulbright Fellowship to teach English
in Germany, and Felix is the sixth
Lawrence student named as a
Fulbright Scholar since 2001.
She is ﬂuent in Spanish as well
as German and “as a hobby,” taught
herself Russian to the point that she is
now proﬁcient at reading and speaking
it. She began dabbling in German as a
seventh grader because she wanted to
learn something outside the Romance
languages.
This past spring, Felix completed
an honors project in German on
19th-century author Theodor Fontane,
in which she analyzed the speech of

characters from six of his novels. Her
project examined the way the characters in the novels talked about women
and expressed their expectations of
women and then compared that to
actual historical representations of
19th-century women.
Ashlan Falletta-Cowden ’09 is one
of ten students nationally who were
awarded National Science Foundation
Research Experience for Undergraduates (NSF-REU) scholarships to
Davidson College’s Archaeology Field
School in Cyprus.
The scholarship supports her work
with the Athienou Archaeological
Project, a multidisciplinary project in
south-central Cyprus focusing on the
site of Athienou-Malloura and the
surrounding valley. The site was
used for nearly 2,500 years and
encompasses the Archaic, Classical,
Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine,
Frankish, Venetian, and Ottoman
periods in the island’s history.
Falletta-Cowden, a double major
in art history and anthropology, will
assist with an excavation of an ancient
temple site in the archaeologically
rich Malloura valley. In addition to
learning research methods through
her ﬁeldwork, she will design her own
individualized research project as part
of the program.
The Athienou Archaeological
Project was established by Davidson
College in 1990. Since its founding,
more than 300 undergraduate and
graduate students as well as specialists
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Björklunden
extends its reach
When the need is there, bigger can be better

By Gordon Brown

W

hat is Björklunden? A destination?
A chapel? A program? An idea?
A refuge? A dream?

Nothing succeeds like success
Recently, Björklunden has seen major changes — changes for
the better that are the result of its considerable success and
were necessitated by its burgeoning popularity as a place of
learning.
Björklunden Director Mark Breseman ’78 says, “Soon
after coming to Björklunden in 1997, it became apparent to
me that the lodge could really use a second seminar room and
year-round staff housing. From the start, the second seminar
that was a part of the week-long Björklunden Seminar series
in the summer had to meet in a bedroom down the hall, and
when students were here on weekends during the academic
year, meeting space was at a premium. During the summer,
staff would need to be housed in two lodge bedrooms, further
reducing our overall capacity.”
The numbers tell the story:
• In its ﬁrst year, 1996-97, the weekend seminar program
served 600 students. In 2006-07, over 1,300 students
participated, and there was a waiting list. “We were turning away study groups and rehearsal groups,” President Jill

Top: Heidi Hodges Photography; center and bottom: Image Studios

It is all of those things for different
people at different times, but, most important, as Lawrence University’s northern campus, it is a
place of learning.
G. Jonathan Greenwald, a retired U.S. diplomat who
served as Stephen Edward Scarff Memorial Visiting Professor at Lawrence in 1998-99 and has returned twice since then
to lead adult seminars at Björklunden, put it this way:
“Björklunden is a state of mind, a constant reminder that
learning is not a chore but a privileged responsibility of the
committed citizen.”
When a modern lodge building was constructed in 1996,
replacing an older structure that had been destroyed by ﬁre,
learning became a year-round activity at Björklunden, with
the creation of a program of weekend seminars for students
and faculty.
In the early years, the phrase “northern campus” often
came with a set of qualifying — and almost apologetic —
quotation marks, as if that label wasn’t to be taken seriously. Since 1996, however, with the creation and growth
of the weekend seminar program for students and faculty,

Björklunden has became an integral part of a Lawrence
undergraduate education.
The quotation marks are no longer necessary, if they
ever were. Björklunden truly is the Door County campus of
Lawrence University.

Photos at right, top: part of the new addition includes a large deck; center: the computer room; bottom: a second seminar room
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The Björklunden lodge needed to grow.

And now it has.

A new feature in the Björklunden lodge is a mud room (left); one of the ten new guest rooms is at right.

Top: a Model United Nations group fills the original seminar room past capacity; bottom: Lawrence staff and Extending the Reach campaign committee members
gathered in October 2006 to break ground for the new addition. From left to right: Mark Breseman ’78, director of Björklunden; Greg Volk, executive vice president of
Lawrence; Lee Traven ’52; Cyndy Stiehl ’89; Bob Schaupp ’51, committee chair; Rik Warch, former president of Lawrence.
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A $4-million fund-raising effort called Extending the
Reach: A Campaign for Björklunden was launched in August
2005. A campaign steering committee was established,
chaired by Robert Schaupp ’51 and including O.C. Boldt,
Gretchen Maring ’52, Carla and Ellsworth Peterson, Cyndy
Stiehl ’89, Lee Traven ’52, and Rik Warch, and fund-raising
commenced.
When sufﬁcient money was in hand, ground was broken for an addition to the lodge on October 6, 2006, and
construction began immediately and proceeded through the
winter. The new wing was completed by the scheduled date
of June 1, 2007. Student weekends and other Björklunden
programs continued without interruption, and the summer

seminar program began with the new facilities in place. The
extended reach of Björklunden was marked by a rededication
celebration on August 4.
Something new under the trees
The new addition increases the size of the lodge from the
original 17,190 square feet by adding more than 20,000
square feet, more than doubling its size. The expansion will
allow 40 additional students to visit Door County each weekend during the academic year.
Features of the new wing include:
• Ten guest rooms in addition to the original 12, the
majority with lake views. For the summer seminars,
each room accommodates two people in twin beds; on
weekends during the academic year, each room houses
four students in bunk beds. Twelve summer staff members have their own living space, including a lounge.
• A second seminar room that increases the ﬂexibility of
the lodge, year-round. In the summer, there always are at
least three seminars each week; now each can have its own
spacious classroom. For the weekend student programs,
the new addition will permit scheduling two distinct
groups, each with its own space. For example, when the
foreign-language departments hold immersion weekends,
sharing the lodge with an English-speaking group diluted
what was supposed to be an all-French or all-Spanish or
all-Chinese or all-whatever experience. That is no lon-

Lawrence Today
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•

Beck told a Reunion Weekend audience, “and it just wasn’t
right. Björklunden is a place we’d like every student to be
able to attend at least once, if not more often, during his
or her Lawrence education, but the place was too small.”
The Björklunden Summer Seminars began in 1980 with
ten seminars from mid-June to the end of August, with
fewer than 100 participants. When the new lodge was
built in 1996, the program offered 21 seminars from midJune to Labor Day, attended by 250 people. This past
summer, there were 35 seminars from mid-June to the end
of October, and at press time, the number of participants
was expected to far exceed the record of 550 set in 2005.
The Björklunden lodge needed to grow. And now it has.
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Above: Vail Hall; right: practice room

ger the case; each of two groups can have its own space.
The “multi-purpose room,” with its stone ﬁreplace, paneled walls, and large seating capacity is really too grand to
simply be called by that name, and so it has been named
Vail Hall, honoring Carleton Vail, who ﬁrst purchased
the property in 1928. As pictured on the cover of this
issue, Vail Hall can be ﬁtted with a stage and professional
stage lighting and sound equipment and can be used
for the musical and dramatic performances that often
conclude student weekends by conservatory or theatre
arts groups, as well as for a multitude of other purposes.
As beﬁts a fully functional Northern Campus,
Björklunden now provides such academic amenities as
music practice rooms, a computer room, an observation
deck suitable for a telescope, and a mud room. (Many
varieties of research are conducted at Björklunden; the
mud room is designed to accommodate muddy-footed
geologists, biologists, anthropologists, and other
kinds of –gists who are prone to tracking part of Door
County, not to mention Lake Michigan, into the lodge.)
Other new features include an elevator; additional
restrooms, storage spaces, and mechanical rooms; a
second outdoor lakeside deck; and additional parking.

Björklunden also serves its Door County neighbors as
a site for local fund-raisers and gatherings of all sorts, not
to mention its own concert series featuring musicians from
the Lawrence Conservatory, as well as providing a summer performance venue for the Door Shakespeare
company. In addition, the lodge is available for rent
by private, public, and corporate groups and hosts
a wide variety of seminars, meetings, and special
events throughout the year. The Boynton Chapel
at Björklunden is a popular site for weddings, and
the lodge may be hired for wedding receptions.
“In 1998,” Breseman says, “our facilities were used
by only one Door County group. Last year, there were
45.”
What is Björklunden? Many things to many people
— and now both bigger and better. ■
Gordon Brown, university editor at Lawrence since 1995,
retired on July 31. He had been editor of Lawrence Today since
its Spring 1996 issue.
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EXPANDING
LAWRENCE’S HORIZON
Doeringer opened curricular doors to East Asia

D
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and historian, and he quietly pushed Lawrence to catch up.”
Deﬁning Freshman Studies
Doeringer also played a deﬁning role in the history of Freshman Studies. After President Nathan Pusey’s seminal course
had gone through several changes, including being replaced
in the mid-1970s by a series of topics-style courses called
Freshman Seminars, Doeringer chaired the committee that
reintroduced Freshman Studies in its current — and original
— two-term format. He also introduced special seminars to
help bond faculty members who were teaching Freshman
Studies. He even wrote the deﬁnitive history of the program.
“Not only did Frank help revive Freshman Studies,” says
Cohen, “he was instrumental in steering it from a largely
humanities-based ‘Great Books’ course toward what it is now:
a course that draws equally from the humanities, sciences,
social sciences, ﬁne arts, and music, attracting faculty members from every division of the college.”
For his part, Doeringer says simply, in his understated
style, “I did a lot of engagement with the program.”
Encountering Asia
Sensing a need to extend the study of China, Japan, and the
rest of Asia beyond the boundaries of the history department,
Doeringer became the driving force behind the creation, in
1989, of a wholly new department, the East Asian Languages
and Cultures department, precursor to today’s East Asian
Studies program, an end result he called “a major effort of
mine over the years.”
Collaborating with colleagues in China, Doeringer made
arrangements for professors from Manchuria’s Heilongjiang
University to come to Lawrence for a year and teach in the
ﬂedgling department. Heilongjiang was carefully selected,
Doeringer pointed out wryly, in part because its winters were
colder than Appleton’s.
Over the next dozen years, he helped generate nearly $5

Coming to Appleton
Mother Nature nearly conspired to keep Doeringer from
ever making the transition from the Big Apple to the little
Apple(ton). A blizzard hit the area on the February day
he ﬂew in to interview for the position. When his muchdelayed ﬂight ﬁnally managed to land 25 miles to the south,
in Oshkosh, he found the airport locked. A maintenance
worker let him into the terminal, where he learned that his
host, history professor Charles Bruenig, would not be coming to meet him as planned because of the storm. A cab ride
got Doeringer to a motel at 2:00 a.m. Bruening tracked him
down the next morning with the help of the Oshkosh police.
“I wasn’t sure about the locale,” recalls Doeringer, who
admits his once-ﬂuent Chinese language skills “eroded a bit”

during his many years in Appleton. “It was a bit of a culture
shock coming to Appleton from New York City, but the folks
in the history department were warm and gracious, and that
won out over the cold weather.”
Having recently relocated to the historically rich environs
of Gloucester, Massachusetts, which includes the nearby

Doeringer

Peabody Essex Museum and its world-class collection of
Chinese artifacts, Doeringer says he won’t miss Wisconsin’s
winters. The same can’t be said, though, for working with
students. He was especially fond of watching the transformations they underwent during their years at Lawrence.
“It was always very rewarding seeing students, especially
those who came from small towns and who were exposed to
the larger world for the ﬁrst time, go on to great success. I’m
going to miss those contacts and relationships — a lot.” ■
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uring his 35 years on the Lawrence University
faculty, Franklin Doeringer not only taught
history, he managed to make some along the
way. Straddling two departments for much of
his tenure, he assumed a leadership role in the
transformation of one and the creation of another.
Doeringer, who joined the Lawrence faculty in 1972 as
a member of the history department, retired in June as
the Nathan M. Pusey Professor of East Asian Studies and
professor of history. He was recognized in absentia at Commencement with professor emeritus status and an honorary
Master of Arts degree.
A scholar of Chinese intellectual history and East Asian
history, he found a curriculum steeped in western traditions
when he arrived on the Lawrence campus from Columbia
University. Few courses in any department, much less history,
focused on Asia, Africa, or even Latin America. He soon went
about the business of changing that, introducing courses on
China and East Asia that helped create an emphasis on world
and comparative history that hadn’t previously existed.
He championed the introduction of Chuang Tzu’s Basic
Writings as a work suitable for inclusion in Freshman Studies,
a controversial addition at the time that has since become a
course staple. He also helped revamp the history department’s
western civilization introductory sequence into a world history sequence.
“It was a big change at the time. It broadened the
department and provided more of a global perspective,” says
Doeringer, author of the book The Peoples of East Asia and the
two-volume textbook Discovering the Global Past.
Paul Cohen, Doeringer’s long-time history department
colleague and the Patricia Hamar Boldt Professor of Liberal
Studies, praised Doeringer for looking forward as much as
studying the past.
“Frank became the campus’s most committed ‘globalist,’”
Cohen says. “He was always ahead of the curve as a scholar

By Rick Peterson

million for the new department, including a $1.5 million
grant in 2001 from the Freeman Foundation that provided
scores of ﬁrsthand study and travel opportunities for students
and faculty in China and Japan.
“Those grants, and the recognition that came with them,
helped pave the way and make the department a viable
option,” said Doeringer, one of only seven Lawrence faculty
members awarded both the college’s Young Teacher Award
(1976) and its Award for Excellence in Teaching (1999).
Tara Shingle Buzash ’99, of Hopewell, New Jersey, was
one of many students who beneﬁted from Doeringer’s teaching. She credits his East Asian history course with providing
her with excellent preparation for her travels abroad.
“He was always very supportive, and he challenged me
to think deeply about the concepts we studied,” says Buzash,
who participated in the Associated Colleges in China Program as a senior and lived off and on in China for several
years after graduating.
“Since I knew the background of the country and the
region, I could place my daily experiences in context. He
helped smooth my transition to Chinese life.”
Associate Professor of Chinese Jane Yang, who joined the
new department two years after its founding, cites Doeringer
as an invaluable resource on numerous faculty/student excursions to China and Japan.
“We could always call on him to give the group background on the historical sites we were visiting,” Yang says.
“Frank is one of the few people I know who can speak extemporaneously in paragraphs. He would give us cogent, relevant
information to make our site visits memorable. He was particularly in his element on the trips to Japan, where we visited
such sites as the Hiroshima Peace Museum, kabuki and noh
plays, the Edo Museum in Tokyo and, of course, wandered
in the foothills of Kyoto past temple after temple along the
‘Path of Philosophy’ to the Silver Pavilion.”
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f you have ever been overcome with excitement when
stumbling upon a contrary-to-fact conditional clause,
chances are you had Daniel Taylor ’63 for a teacher at
some point in your life. That is the kind of magical
imprint Taylor left on the students who spent time in
his ornate Main Hall classroom, adorned with the busts of
the great and famous of the ancient world.
A classicist ﬁrst and foremost but also a linguist who
reveled in tackling the study of language with the scientiﬁc abandon of a biologist in search of new breakthrough,
Taylor’s passion has been “explaining a difﬁcult grammatical
construction to my students and seeing the light bulb go off
in their heads.”
For 33 years, Taylor, who retired in June, enthusiastically
and animatedly turned on imaginary cranial light bulbs,
making it his mission to adamantly prove Latin and Greek
were anything but dead languages, bringing to life in his own
inimitable way the words of Homer and Horace in their
original languages. His career and contributions to Lawrence were recognized at Commencement with an honorary
Master of Arts degree and professor emeritus status.
“Dan believed Latin was a living and breathing force
that continued to exert an inﬂuence over us, an idea he communicated with the utmost cogency and conviction,” recalls
Malcolm Hyman ’93, of Providence, R.I. “None of his students will ever forget his teaching style: vigorous and humorous but also erudite and rigorous. When a student once asked
what she would need to know for the ﬁnal exam, Dan replied,
‘only two things: all the grammar and all the vocabulary.’”

Taylor ’63
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Meanwhile, back at Lawrence
A 1963 graduate of Lawrence, Taylor’s return to his alma
mater was hardly the result of a carefully crafted career plan.
When he graduated with his own degree in classics, he was
certain only a large university would be able to accommodate
his research interests.
But, six years on the faculty at the University of Illinois,
with its bureaucratic red tape and isolating atmosphere, left
him professionally wanting. Little did he know, but Maurice
Cunningham, his mentor at Lawrence, had been keeping tabs
on him. After what may be one of the shortest job interviews
in Lawrence annals, Taylor found himself headed back to
Main Hall.
“Maurice called me in Champaign one evening and in his
typical cut-to-the chase-style, simply said, ‘You want to come

up here and get ready to replace me?’ I said, ‘Sure, that sounds
good.’ And that was that,” says Taylor.
The move soon disproved Taylor’s notion that bigger
was better. After joining the faculty in 1974, his reputation
rose steadily as he established himself as the world’s leading
scholar on Marcus Terentius Varro, ancient Rome’s foremost
authority on Roman language science. He wrote two books
on Varro, including Varro De Lingua Latina X: A New Critical
Text and English Translation with Prolegomena, which culminated nearly 20 years of research on Varro’s once-lost seminal
manuscript. He also edited the book The History of Linguistics in the Classical Period, which has become one of the most
frequently cited texts in the ﬁeld of classical linguistics.
Along the way, his work in the classroom was repeatedly
recognized as well, garnering Lawrence’s own Award for
Excellence in Teaching in 1998 as well as similar honors from
the American Philological Association (1983) and the Wisconsin Association of Foreign Language Teachers (1990).
“I was able to do all the scholarship here that I thought
I would only be able to do at a large university,” says Taylor,
appointed the Hiram A. Jones Professor of Classics in 1991.
“I’ve been fortunate enough to have a remarkable career, and
I was able to do it all in the context of a liberal arts college
environment.”
Advisor, teacher, and friend
Martha Kreher “Dert” Stevenson ’78, of Wilmington, Mass.,
was one of Taylor’s ﬁrst students at Lawrence. Her son,
Alexander ’07, was one of his last, forming family bookends
to a notable career.
“Dan was a trusted advisor, a favorite teacher, and plain
‘adult friend’ to a girl from the boonies of northern Wisconsin who had only taken Latin as a correspondence course and
whose conﬁdence warranted boosting,” Stevenson says. “I
found a professor who could laugh at what seemed to be life’s
travails and help show that what seemed monumental at the
moment would be all right if we just remained rational. All
these years later I still see him that way.”
As beﬁtting a Latin scholar, Taylor found himself in Italy
on numerous occasions, including twice as the recipient of
National Endowment for the Humanities fellowships — the
only Lawrence faculty member ever awarded two NEH
grants — and as the ﬁrst Fulbright Distinguished Chair in
Linguistics at the University of Trieste. His ﬁrst visit was
made without the security of being able to speak Italian.
“I was on page 69 of Italian Made Simple when the plane

landed,” Taylor says with a laugh. “That should have made me
nervous, but I was too young and too dumb to know better.”
Throughout his career, he also immersed himself in the
greater campus community, pinch-hitting for a year as dean
of students, where he initiated the Campus Life Award as
a way of recognizing out-of-classroom experiences. He also
founded (and is still playing on) a faculty/staff community
softball team, and he channeled his love of soccer into
support for the Vikings’ women’s and men’s teams.
When Mary Taylor Vogel ’82’s 17-year-old son received
an information packet touting “the Lawrence Difference,”
and he asked her what that meant, she eventually came to a
two-word answer: Dan Taylor.
“The Lawrence Difference is a friendly stranger in a
cowboy hat greeting me the ﬁrst day I walked onto campus,” Vogel, of Oak Park, Ill., told the audience at a Reunion
Weekend reception for Taylor. “Though he had no idea at the
time that I was interested in a classics major, he made me feel
like Lawrence was the place I belonged.
“The Difference is a world-class scholar, a teacher whose
passion for the ancient world overﬂows, a teacher who holds
very high expectations for his students and works tirelessly
to assure that his students meet them, a mentor whose
inspiration led me to my career in teaching, a friend who
could be found reminiscing about his college days or asking
you about yours over a beer in the Viking Room on a Friday
afternoon.”
While he will miss the interaction and constant invigoration he received from his students — which he says kept him
young — Taylor is looking forward to trading scholarship for
ski slopes as he transitions from Appleton to the Colorado
Rockies west of Denver. When he isn’t busy “swooshing,”
he’ll look for mental stimulation in a pair of books he still
hopes to write.
If it were up to Chris Wogaman ’97, of Berkeley, Calif.,
he’d add a third tome to Taylor’s retirement “to-do” list.
“I’ve always ﬁgured that if Dan would ever write a memoir of his many years of scholarly expeditions and adventures,
the title would have to be Arrivederci, Dan,” said Wogaman.
“That is how he always signs his letters and e-mails, and
nothing says it better: till we meet again — I can’t wait to
see you. If you asked him what this simple word means, he’d
no doubt give you the Latin derivation as well as the English
equivalent. Now, with his retirement, “arrivederci, Dan” takes
on a whole new meaning.” ■
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Lawrence’s
Educational
Philosophy:
The

Transformation
of the

Individual
By David Burrows,
Provost and Dean of the Faculty

E

ach fall, a new group of students
is welcomed into the Lawrence
community. As these students
approach the steps of the Chapel
and are greeted by the president with a
warm handshake, they are beginning
a process of education that will change
them profoundly.

At Lawrence, education is a transforming experience, a
transformation that begins with intelligent, talented young
people and helps them become individuals with the cognitive ability, sense of self, and commitment to altruistic and
effective action that together form the basis of a life of fulﬁllment and excellence. This is an exciting transformation.
Each student chooses courses and activities that help him or
her develop strong, passionate interests and gain deep, lasting
knowledge and skill. Each student is able to become both an
expert at something enjoyable and a generalist, ready to learn

Teaching, one-on-one

M. Tuchscherer

Becoming an individual: a developmental model
The emergence of a self-directed, unique individual is a continuous process. Although it starts in childhood, it takes on
special signiﬁcance when ﬁrst-year students arrive on campus, continues through graduation, and extends for the rest
of their lives. It involves the gradual development of three
connected qualities.
The ﬁrst of these is knowledge and cognition. As students
learn ideas and gain experience critiquing and evaluating
them, they gain deeper knowledge and learn to think with
ever more sophistication. Gradually they become stronger at
constructing and evaluating their own ideas — at generating
thoughts that may go beyond what anyone has ever thought
before.
The second quality is a sense of self. Research in developmental psychology suggests that our initial self-concepts are
deﬁned by others around us — we believe we are what parents
and other important ﬁgures tell us we are. Young adulthood
is a time when people begin to develop self-concepts that are
deﬁned from within. Lawrence students do this by learning
to choose what they want to do and who they want to be,
through experiences in the classroom, laboratory, and studio
and through performances, clubs, and other co-curricular
activities.
The third quality is readiness for responsible, altruistic action in the contemporary world. As students progress through
their years at Lawrence, we encourage them to engage with
the physical and social environment outside of the campus,
both the local community, through internships and service
projects, and the larger world community through study in
other countries.
As students develop each of these three qualities, they

M. Tuchscherer

new things and adapt to new situations that life presents.
A critical part of Lawrence’s educational philosophy is a
commitment to helping students develop as individuals who
are intellectually and personally autonomous — to become
self-directed persons.
Self-directed individuals can generate new ideas of their
own, develop intentional plans to guide their actions, and

look forward to creating their own futures. They develop as
citizen-leaders with a strong sense of connection to the world
they live in, combined with the courage and skill to make
responsible changes to that world.
Self-direction can be contrasted with other-direction, a
situation in which a person has the potential to learn but has
not matured beyond a focus on the ideas of others and has
not yet developed an independent sense of self. Our students
start with the potential to become intellectually and personally autonomous — that potential is the gift of being human.
Making sure they realize that potential and transform themselves effectively is the task of the university. The concepts of
development and transformation and the quest for experiences that develop the unique strengths of each individual
form the cornerstones of our educational philosophy.

It all begins with a presidential handshake (top); studying in the library
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From left: community engagement (Shackathon), independent research, individualized instruction

become stronger in many important ways. They write and
speak with increased precision and expression, they become
more creative, they are able to make clear judgments, they
gain knowledge that is both broad and deep, they can perform various tasks more effectively, and they can plan for the
future.
One way to think about the developmental process is to
consider Lawrence’s motto: “Light, More Light.” In a sense,
our students start out as people who shine by reﬂecting the
light of others — the ideas of others, the plans of others, the
sense of the future supplied by others. They end up being able
to shine by generating their own light.
Students at Lawrence progress to the point of being able

What is truly diﬀerent is being able to
generate one’s own light and shine it
out on the surrounding world.

How does this development occur?
This developmental transformation is made possible by a rich
learning environment that brings talented students together
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An essential part of the learning environment is the residential campus. Here, a diverse group of students engages in
such co-curricular activities as ArtsBridge and Habitat for
Humanity. They participate in athletic teams and artistic
performances. They attend convocations and lectures and
present their ideas in symposia and poster sessions. In all of
these activities, students are learning to engage, to examine,
and to create. The residential experience also extends to
activities outside the boundaries of the campus, such as engagement with the community or study abroad. Often, interactions with staff, both formally and informally, enhance the
learning experience.
Where this leads: the liberally educated individual
The developmental process, focused on experiences that create
intellectual and personal autonomy, leads to persons who
have knowledge, skill, maturity, and a sense of purpose, but it
also leads to much more.

The capacity to go beyond what has
been thought or done in the past, and
to do so eﬀectively, liberates us.
The liberally educated person has a profound capacity to
think about that which has not been thought before, to create
what does not yet exist, and to engage in actions that have not
been done before. The capacity to go beyond what has been
thought or done in the past, and to do so effectively, liberates

us. This is one of the reasons that we call our particular form
of education, Liberal Education, and persons who have had
these experiences, liberally educated persons.
Perhaps the most signiﬁcant result of liberal education is
the capacity to be ready for virtually anything that life has to
offer. Because we have the ability to create and innovate, we
can go beyond what we have already experienced and adapt to
circumstances we have never encountered before, including
some that may not yet exist.
We are ready for the future, whatever that might be.
The second handshake
Several years after arriving at Lawrence and shaking the president’s hand on the steps of the chapel, graduating Lawrence
students will again shake her hand, this time while receiving a
diploma at Commencement. At this moment they can reﬂect
upon their developmental transformation, a transformation
that has made them autonomous, self-directed individuals.
It is a transformation that enables them to lead meaningful
lives, to create what did not exist before, and to be ready for
what has not yet happened. ■
Many of the ideas in this article resulted from discussions with
members of the faculty. I would like to particularly acknowledge
Elizabeth De Stasio ’83, associate professor of biology and the
Raymond H. Herzog Professor of Science; Michael Kim, associate professor of music; and Robert Williams, assistant professor of
education. — DB
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to create their own ideas, make their own plans, and have a
sense of a future that they will help create. The glow is always
there from the beginning — being able to understand the
ideas of others is deﬁnitely a source of light — what is truly
different is being able to generate one’s own light and shine it
out on the surrounding world.

with faculty who are skilled teachers and accomplished scholars and creative artists, and with dedicated staff.
Faculty and students work together in settings that provide opportunities for extensive interactions. These interactions are at the heart of our program of student development.
Faculty provide knowledge and skill instruction, but they also
constantly encourage students to construct their own knowledge and gain the ability to develop their own skills. These
interactions occur in small seminars or studios, as well as in
larger courses. We attempt to keep enrollments in our courses
small enough to provide individual attention, regardless of
the teaching format.
Our emphasis on seminars starts with the Freshman
Studies program, where small groups of students working
with a single faculty member study a common set of works,
and engage in critical analysis of these works through both
discussion and paper writing. Students continue to take a
mixture of seminars and larger group courses throughout
their time at Lawrence.
Faculty-student interactions also occur in tutorial courses
that include one or a few students, in individual music
lessons, independent studies, honors projects, and one-on-one
advising sessions. Faculty work with students in a collaborative spirit in which they are partners in a community of learners, characterized by the free exchange of ideas and exposure
to the breadth of human experience. The collaborative nature
of these interactions often leads to jointly published papers,
research projects, and performances. Faculty are providing the
expertise, but they are also encouraging students to develop
their own expertise.
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A life in the musical theatre
By Theodore S. Chapin ’72, President and Executive Director
of The Rodgers and Hammerstein Organization

Excerpted from a University Convocation address given at Lawrence on April 17, 2007.
Copyright © 2007 Theodore S. Chapin. All rights reserved.

I

have a job that I love. I’ve had it for 25 years, and
never once have I been bored.
I had been running a theatre lab for new musicals,
and one day out of the blue I received a phone call
from Mary Rodgers, daughter of Richard Rodgers.
She and her husband were family friends of my parents,
so she had known me and had come to see some of the
projects I had been involved with over the years.
“What are you doing?” she asked. “I think they could use
you at the Rodgers and Hammerstein ofﬁce. Give them
a call and go talk to them. Here’s the telephone number.
Goodbye.”
And that was how it started.
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People over a certain age probably recognize the names
Rodgers and Hammerstein as the creators of the biggest
brand of Broadway musicals long before anyone talked about
brand names on anything other than chocolate bars, automobiles, and breakfast cereals.
Rodgers and Hammerstein had 17 active years in what
has become known as one of Broadway’s golden eras, during
which they created a total of 11 musicals, nine for Broadway
and one each for the movies and television.
That’s a pretty amazing output in anyone’s book, and
when you look down the list and see titles like Oklahoma!,
South Paciﬁc, The King and I, Carousel, Cinderella, State Fair,

and The Sound of Music, it’s pretty astonishing.
Because they had learned how the business side of the
musical theatre worked, Rodgers and Hammerstein centralized the control of their output. They soon became their own
producers, their own music publishers, their own licensors,
and even their own ﬁlm producers. They had enough conﬁdence in themselves to put all their eggs in one basket, so to
speak, but that basket proved to be just ﬁne, thank you.
Not so sleepy any more
When I ﬁrst arrived at the ofﬁce, things were fairly sleepy.
One employee said the job was easy, all you had to do was sit

Lawrence Today
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The brand
We are a privately held partnership, still owned by the Rodgers family and the Hammerstein family. Most simply put, we manage entertainment copyrights; our core business
centers around all the possible uses that emanate from the musicals written by Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II together.
Want to put on The King and I or South Paciﬁc in your local high school? Call us.
Interested in using “So Long, Farewell” for a year-end Kia television commercial?
Us again.

Hugh Jackman’s role as Curly in the Royal National Theatre’s 1998 production of Oklahoma! was his first job outside Australia and led directly to his role in X-Men.
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different uses of the
shows and their elements and offshoots. I
didn’t know a lot about
the mechanics of what a
copyright holding tank
actually did, but as I
learned, I tried to ﬁnd a
middle ground between
honoring the traditions
and pushing into new areas of exploitation
that were popular in the present.
As a result, I was able to take something
that was pretty dormant and wake it up.
Along with waking up the Rodgers and
Hammerstein copyrights, we were also able
to expand the things we do and widened the
spectrum of the copyrights we represent.
Today we have become a larger rights-holding company that represents a lot of other
shows and musical-theatre authors, ranging
from Irving Berlin and Andrew Lloyd Webber to Adam Guettel and John Bucchino.
We have recently signed representation
agreements with Stephen Schwartz, who
wrote Wicked; Charles Strouse, composer
of Annie; and Henry Krieger, composer of
Dreamgirls.

Reba McEntire as Nellie Forbush and Brian Stokes Mitchell as Emile de Becque in the concert adaptation of
South Pacific performed at Carnegie Hall in 2005. The concert is still being shown on PBS stations around
the country.
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The brilliant and the bad
As I look back and try to pick out some of
the projects of which I am especially proud, I
think of Hugh Jackman’s ﬁrst performances
outside Australia, as Curly in a Trevor
Nunn-directed Oklahoma! in London, the
television remake of Cinderella starring
Whitney Houston and Brandy, the ﬁrst in
a series of re-thought Broadway revivals
of classical musicals with Nick Hytner’s
remarkable Carousel, and Reba McEntire’s
Nellie Forbush in a concert of South Paciﬁc
at Carnegie Hall that ended up being televised by PBS.
I also think of the sparklingly restored
DVD’s of all the Rodgers and Hammerstein
movies — ﬁlled with lots of juicy extras
that took hours of negotiating, rummaging
around our archives, cajoling people to let
us use old ﬁlm clips, and even loaning my
living room for a “ﬁreside chat” between

Julie Andrews and Christopher Plummer.
At the moment, we are in the throes of a complete
recording of Allegro, one of the few Rodgers and Hammerstein failures, which has long been considered the very ﬁrst
concept musical — that is, a show where the style of presentation is as important as the material itself, if not more
so. Next season there will be new productions of both South
Paciﬁc and Pal Joey on Broadway and a spiffy concert of Show
Boat at Carnegie Hall.
That’s just the Rodgers and Hammerstein shows. Irving
Berlin’s lost 1932 Depression-era musical Face the Music
appeared in March at the Encores! series in New York and
is being recorded and will be made available for theatrical
licensing.
Everything hasn’t always been brilliant. I hope no
awrence Today readers ever saw the animated The King and
I, for example — it was awful. But all in all, our average is
pretty good.
The experience is the thing
One thing I’ve learned, being responsible for a gold-standard
collection of great American musicals, is this: good shows
sustain. Great theatre, in whatever form, must be both engaging and enlightening.

We still want to root for someone,
maybe we want to boo for someone,
sometimes we like having a good cry,
but we want to leave having had an
experience. A theatrical experience.
We don’t have to “learn a lesson,” but we need to be pulled
into the world of the show. We still want to laugh, we still
want a story, we still want to root for someone, maybe we
want to boo for someone, sometimes we like having a good
cry, but we want to leave having had an experience. A theatrical experience.
I have been amazed, in my years at Rodgers and Hammerstein, to see just how powerfully the stories told by those
artisans and craftsmen continue to thrill audiences. I have
said to producers for years: if you’re good to Rodgers and
Hammerstein, they’ll be very good to you. ■
A native of New York City, Ted Chapin attended Lawrence in
1968-69, which he has called “a year I will never forget.” By
the time he graduated from Connecticut College in 1972, he had

Ted Chapin with Connie Fisher, who plays Maria in the revival of The Sound of
Music at the London Palladium. Fisher won the role via a BBC-TV program titled
“How Do You Solve a Problem Like Maria?” — the first of its kind. Everyone got
lucky, Chapin says, since Fisher is “very gifted and plays the role wonderfully.”

amassed more than ﬁve years of Broadway credits as the production or directorial assistant for Follies, The Rothschilds, The
Unknown Soldier and His Wife and, beyond New York,
Bernstein’s Mass at the Kennedy Center and Candide at the
Los Angeles and San Francisco Civic Light Operas. In 2003 he
turned his observations as production assistant for Sondheim’s
Follies into a book, Everything Was Possible: The Birth of the
Musical “Follies.”
Chapin serves on the board of the American Theatre Wing
and has been chairman of the advisory committee for New York
City Center’s Encores! Great American Musicals in Concert series.
He served as a Tony Awards nominator for two seasons and is
a member of the Tony Administration Committee. He has been
a visiting lecturer for the Cameron Mackintosh Chair in Contemporary Theatre at St. Catherine’s College, Oxford University;
a panelist for the opera/musical theatre program of the National
Endowment for the Arts; and a producer and lecturer for four concerts of the Doubleday series at the National Museum of American
History at the Smithsonian Institution.
www.rnh.com/

Bert Fink

Joe Sinnott

back and wait for the checks to roll through the door. (That
person didn’t last long after I took charge.)
Although Yul Brynner was making tons of money touring
around the country in a fairly tatty production of The King
and I, I thought waiting for the checks to come to us was
a dangerous attitude to take. I ﬁgured my task was to keep
things going well enough so there could always be someone
who would think it was that easy.
My challenge was to learn about what the ofﬁce represented, then ﬁgure out how we could encourage new and
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Not the end
but the beginning
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Experiencing Commencement Weekend
with the Class of 2007
By Susan Whitehead
Lawrence Today
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Commencement concert, Friday, June 8
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The Galasso family

The Nyirongo family

T

Baccalaureate service, Saturday, June 9

well performance in two days. Like White, Susan Galasso’s
college years ended with an important performance, her senior
recital. In the audience sat her mother, Priscilla, reﬂecting.
When it came time to pick a college, she says, the
family had sought an academic community where their
daughter could blossom and grow. At her recital, the outcome
of that choice was evident — the more so since Galasso’s
avocation was linguistics, with a minor in French. Her choice
of major notwithstanding, the music sorority had given her a
scholarship to continue her voice lessons.
“I decided I wanted to give a recital,” says Galasso. “I
booked a space on campus and planned a program, and there
I was.”
“She has become self-possessed and aware of herself as
an adult,” her mother says, “and that evening really cemented
her transformation. For the school to support her like that is
wonderful.”
Right now it’s the turn of White and his fellow musicians. He and Brent Funderburk perform their piece, Steven
Galante’s “Shu Gath Manna,” for saxophone and synthesizer,
and now we all love it too. “It has beautiful melodies,” he
says, “and it utilizes some really unique features and extended
techniques of the saxophone.”

The senior class ofﬁcers have chosen the
music for the Baccalaureate service, an
ancient tradition that has been revived in
modern times to bring together members
of the graduating class and members of
the community to reﬂect on the culmination of the hard work of the seniors over

the last four years.
The opening hymn is “Morning Has Broken”: “Praise for
the singing! Praise for the morning! / Praise for them springing fresh from the Word.”
Fresh from the service and from their four years in the
service of knowledge, the seniors emerge, blinking a little in
the sunlight.
Outside the chapel, Thomas Nyirongo is surrounded

Dru Claar (third from left) and fraternity brothers

surveys the picnickers assembling on the lawn.
Like the rest of his classmates, he’s ﬁnding it a little hard
to absorb the fact that his college days are coming to an end.
In the scurry of exams and packing, these ﬁnal days have stolen up on him. “I’m just amazed how fast it went. It doesn’t
seem that long ago that I was a freshman. You live it week by
week, and then it’s just gone!
“It can stay like this as far as I’m concerned,” he adds. “It
would be nice if the weekend didn’t end. There’ll be a number
of good-byes to make next week.”
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nly a few audience members
have so far drifted into the lobby.
Inside the chapel, on the almostbare concert platform, two
conservatory students turned
stagehands glide the grand piano
into position and adjust a music
stand.
Downstage, a saxophonist carefully inserts a fresh reed.
He is Keegan White, and this is a farewell performance
— his last as a Lawrence student. He can’t wait, he says. He
absolutely loves the piece he is about to play, and soon he will
introduce it to an audience of peers and parents at this 2007
Commencement Concert.
This is the story of the vet, the record producer, the
scholar, the doctor, and the band teacher. Of the musician
eager to try his luck in New York. And of the nascent computer scientist who is returning to campus to work for alma
mater as a web developer this coming year and then — who
knows? Overall, it is the story of a weekend of hugs and snapshots and poignancy and ceremony that will puff them out
into the wide world like so many seeds from a dandelion.
First, though, a short pause would seem to be in order.
Whether it’s to travel, to try a new profession, to regroup
before graduate school, to volunteer, or just to take stock,
many of the new graduates know it’s time to take a breath.
“Lawrence is very intellectually stimulating,” says Susan
Galasso, “but it also is intense. I’m going to take a break,
establish myself for a year, and then I hope to go to graduate
school. I would love to be a professor of linguistics.”
Galasso and her family are taking their seats in the chapel,
ready to relish the moments that will make up this weekend.
All around, parents beam at the elbows of their graduates,
delighted to have a whole weekend’s attention from these
newly adult children, thrilled to meet their friends, proud in
anticipation of Sunday’s degree ceremony.
This evening’s concert marks the beginning of a weekend
of festivities. In fact, for the Galassos, it’s the second fare-

by his guests. Likely few have traveled as
far as his parents, Trywell Nyirongo and
Marilyn Khonje. The younger Nyirongo is
in the United States to qualify as a doctor so
that he will one day be able to continue his
doctor father’s work at his mission clinic in
Malawi. Celebrating with his own kin are
his extended family — his American hosts
and old family friends, representatives of the
Unitarian church in St. Paul, Minn., that
has sponsored his college education, as they
did his father’s.
It’s quieter on the steps of Main Hall,
where no guests yet fuss over Dru Claar. For
the moment, he says, that’s just ﬁne with
him. He is looking forward to his family’s
arrival in about 45 minutes, which gives
him the chance to take in the occasion as he
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Commencement exercises, Sunday, June 10

I learned how to
determine what was
important to me and
then to attempt to
do it. I made my own
decisions.
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Keeping him company are his fraternity brothers from
Beta Theta Pi. “I found myself at this house by accident,”
Claar says. “I found out that these guys actually cared about
school! It’s shaped my college experience. I was president for
two years. It’s who I am today.”
Over by the picnickers, Ian Darlington, Allison Berry,
and Kate Hackelberg are also looking back — and looking
forward, too.
Darlington plans to go to graduate school, but not just
yet. “I need a little bit of time off. Toward the end of the year,
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I think almost every senior would
say, ‘I’ve been doing this my whole
life. I need to step back.’”
Hackelberg, who is going into
museum work, says, “At Lawrence,
the professors really do know you
and they seem to be able to judge
if it’s a good idea for you to take
a year and recharge, or if your
ﬁeld of study is really your life’s
passion.”
Berry will be serving with
Americorps before heading to
medical school. It’s hard to leave,
she says. “For me, Lawrence has
been learning how to live with a
lot of people who thought differently from me and learning to
respect a lot of different opinions.
“I learned how to determine
what was important to me and
then to attempt to do it. I made
my own decisions.” Along the
way, there were hundreds of
people within a couple of blocks
who could help out. That kind of
support system will never again
surround them all so closely, she knows.
Under the picnic tent, Heather Prochnow, Sarah Szabo,
Celine Kitzenberg, and Meredith Bennett are hatching plans.
The four friends have organized their families together at one
of the long tables, and now they are ﬁguring out how they will
meet up once a year. They’re already looking forward to their
ﬁve-year reunion.
Tillie Kitzenberg looks across at her daughter. “They
are all so excited and happy. This is not the end. This is the
beginning.”

he Sunday morning weather couldn’t
be better. Members of the faculty are
beginning to assemble under the eye of
Marshal David Cook. Professor William Chaney, who served as marshal
himself for 30 years, is ﬂustered that we
have noticed the condition of his mortarboard. It is, in its way, as venerable
and sacred an object as Cook’s ceremonial mace. Its silk now fraying and secured to its backing with
small, careful strips of Scotch tape, it testiﬁes to its honorable
54 years of Commencement service.
This procession gathers as part of an unbroken tradition
that dates back at least 800 years, Chaney says, hence the
gowns and so forth.
“We didn’t just cook these up for the occasion. People who
wear the gown are subject to no one but God. Who wears the
gown? The judge, the priest, and the professor!”
Here in their own gowns are the graduates, lined up on
Union Street. There are 305 of them, a class drawn from 37

states and 18 foreign countries, and the largest since 1976.
It’s a fact that has not escaped the alumni ofﬁce’s Lyndsay
Sund Hansen ’01. It was her job to chalk their stations on
the sidewalk, and she noticed how far down the street that
took her. A senior class ofﬁcer in her day, Hansen has worked
with today’s class ofﬁcers throughout the year on plans for
this event.
Now the waiting students have acquired a sense of their
own history. “I’m elated. Is this really happening? Four years
are really past?” says Deana Brown. This is the last class that
matriculated under President Richard Warch and will graduate under President Jill Beck. They are proud to say they
were the last class to sleep outside Brokaw Hall in order to
register for their ﬁrst choice of classes; now, registration is
Web-based.
As the line moves forward toward the waiting honor
guard formed by their professors, one wag starts the chant,
“Four more years, four more years....”
And, seated in cap and gown under the vast tent on
the Main Hall Green, they will soon hear student speaker
Micha Jackson address them at this 158th Commencement
and conclude, “You’ll always be able to remember a neat
corner of the world called Lawrence — the place where you
became you.” ■
Susan Whitehead is a freelance writer in the Fox Cities.
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Attempt the impossible!
You just might achieve it

By David M. Cook
Professor of Physics and the Philetus E. Sawyer Professor of Science

This article is excerpted from the Baccalaureate address delivered by Professor Cook at the invitation of the Class of 2007, on June 9.

T

his weekend’s ceremonies mark
the end of one chapter of your
lives and celebrate your substantial accomplishments during your time at Lawrence. But
they also mark the beginning of what
you already know in your hearts to be
the longer, the more important, and the
more signiﬁcant chapters in your lives.
I offer a bold imperative to guide you
in the chapter that begins when, tomorrow, President Beck confers upon you
the degree or degrees you have earned:
Attempt the impossible!
One of the quotations I sometimes
post on the wall in my ofﬁce comes from
John Stuart Mill: “The pupil who is
never required to do what he cannot do
never does what he can do.” Mill, too,
urges us to attempt the impossible. I
believe that the most important responsibility of your mentors has been and is
to set high standards, to challenge you
to attempt the impossible.
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what he had achieved. He persisted to
his death in 1506 in believing he had
reached Japan. One of the lessons to
be extracted from this historical event
is that, in attempting the impossible,
one may well achieve something other
than — or in addition to — the original
objective.
A giant leap and a cup half full
In our day, a comparable event was the
attempt inaugurated by President John
F. Kennedy in May of 1961 to place a
human being on the moon. How impossible a challenge that venture seemed to
be at the time. What a risk we took for
the sake of national prestige. But there
were those who believed in themselves
and accepted the challenge. On the
20th of July 1969, Neil Armstrong set
foot on the moon.
Whatever one’s feelings about
whether putting a human on the moon
was, per se, worthwhile, one cannot deny
that the numerous scientiﬁc and engineering developments spawned by the
effort have made major contributions to
many areas beyond the Apollo project
itself. One of the lessons in this project
echoes the lesson from Columbus: In

the attempt to achieve the impossible,
numerous valuable and unanticipated
spin-offs may well emerge.
Thomas Edison’s development of
the light bulb illustrates another feature
of attempts to achieve the impossible.
Edison’s notebooks reveal that he tried
thousands of materials before ﬁnding a
suitable ﬁlament. Edison’s remark that
“I have not failed. I have succeeded in
ﬁnding 10,000 ways that won’t work”
surely expresses the ultimate in seeing
the cup as half full.
The lesson here is that achieving the
impossible may well require persistence
in the face of repeated disappointments.
The observation that “genius is 99 percent perspiration and one percent inspiration” is usually attributed to Edison.
Fermat’s elusive solution
There are numerous triplets of integers
having the property that the sum of the
squares of the ﬁrst two is equal to the
square of the third. Perhaps the best
2
2
2
known of these is 3, 4, 5 — 3 + 4 = 5 .
In 1637, Pierre de Fermat conjectured
that the square is the only power for
which such triplets can be found and
penned the tantalizing notation, “I have

Baccalaureate service, June 9, 2007. Professor Cook is second from the right of those who are standing.
Will Croff Photography

Columbus’ impossible journey
I’m sure each of us can identify several
achievements of the past that many at
the time deemed impossible. Despite
widespread public doubt, a few bold

individuals dared to try.
Here’s an example from long ago:
In the late 15th century, there was no
doubt that Earth was a sphere and that
a ship sailing west would ultimately arrive at the same destination reached by
a ship sailing east. Nobody feared any
longer that ships sailing west would
fall off the edge. Nonetheless, despite
the powerful desire to ﬁnd routes along
which the riches of India and the Orient might be brought back to Europe,
despite the dual convictions that Earth
was a sphere and that nothing but water
stood between the west coast of Europe
and the east coast of Asia, Christopher
Columbus had many doubters, whose
primary concern was that the ships of
the day could not possibly carry enough
provisions for the anticipated length of
the journey. Columbus set sail on the
third of August 1492, arrived in the
Bahamas ten weeks later on the 12th of
October, went on to Cuba, and ﬁnally
returned to Spain on the 15th of March
1493, having successfully accomplished
something his contemporaries deemed
impossible.
I stress something impossible because
Columbus did not correctly understand
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Attempt the impossible!
You just might achieve it

By David M. Cook
Professor of Physics and the Philetus E. Sawyer Professor of Science

This article is excerpted from the Baccalaureate address delivered by Professor Cook at the invitation of the Class of 2007, on June 9.
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more signiﬁcant chapters in your lives.
I offer a bold imperative to guide you
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Attempt the impossible!
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John Stuart Mill: “The pupil who is
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never does what he can do.” Mill, too,
urges us to attempt the impossible. I
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In our day, a comparable event was the
attempt inaugurated by President John
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human being on the moon. How impossible a challenge that venture seemed to
be at the time. What a risk we took for
the sake of national prestige. But there
were those who believed in themselves
and accepted the challenge. On the
20th of July 1969, Neil Armstrong set
foot on the moon.
Whatever one’s feelings about
whether putting a human on the moon
was, per se, worthwhile, one cannot deny
that the numerous scientiﬁc and engineering developments spawned by the
effort have made major contributions to
many areas beyond the Apollo project
itself. One of the lessons in this project
echoes the lesson from Columbus: In

the attempt to achieve the impossible,
numerous valuable and unanticipated
spin-offs may well emerge.
Thomas Edison’s development of
the light bulb illustrates another feature
of attempts to achieve the impossible.
Edison’s notebooks reveal that he tried
thousands of materials before ﬁnding a
suitable ﬁlament. Edison’s remark that
“I have not failed. I have succeeded in
ﬁnding 10,000 ways that won’t work”
surely expresses the ultimate in seeing
the cup as half full.
The lesson here is that achieving the
impossible may well require persistence
in the face of repeated disappointments.
The observation that “genius is 99 percent perspiration and one percent inspiration” is usually attributed to Edison.
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Columbus’ impossible journey
I’m sure each of us can identify several
achievements of the past that many at
the time deemed impossible. Despite
widespread public doubt, a few bold

individuals dared to try.
Here’s an example from long ago:
In the late 15th century, there was no
doubt that Earth was a sphere and that
a ship sailing west would ultimately arrive at the same destination reached by
a ship sailing east. Nobody feared any
longer that ships sailing west would
fall off the edge. Nonetheless, despite
the powerful desire to ﬁnd routes along
which the riches of India and the Orient might be brought back to Europe,
despite the dual convictions that Earth
was a sphere and that nothing but water
stood between the west coast of Europe
and the east coast of Asia, Christopher
Columbus had many doubters, whose
primary concern was that the ships of
the day could not possibly carry enough
provisions for the anticipated length of
the journey. Columbus set sail on the
third of August 1492, arrived in the
Bahamas ten weeks later on the 12th of
October, went on to Cuba, and ﬁnally
returned to Spain on the 15th of March
1493, having successfully accomplished
something his contemporaries deemed
impossible.
I stress something impossible because
Columbus did not correctly understand
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you can add your own favorites: develop
an artiﬁcial pancreas to make life orders
of magnitude easier for those afﬂicted
with Type 1 diabetes; or bring peace to
the Middle East; or provide safe drinking water and sanitary living conditions
to all people of the world; or build a successful, efﬁcient, and safe thermonuclear
fusion reactor; or …. I leave expansion
of the list to your imagination.

Cook

and described “a fundamental problem
in science or engineering, with broad
applications, whose solution would
be enabled by the application of
The diﬃcult we do immediately;
high-performance computing rethe impossible takes a little longer. sources that could become available in the near future.”
If you are looking for suggestions
oft-quoted, supremely conﬁdent motto,
“The difﬁcult we do immediately; the as to the impossible task you might
attempt ﬁrst, try “googling” grand
impossible takes a little longer.”
All of these achievements — and challenge. You will be presented with
many more that could be added — — here’s an impossible marvel in itself
illustrate the ironic wisdom of Pliny — about 39,600,000 hits in 0.28 secthe Elder from the ﬁrst century AD, onds (never mind that many of those
“Indeed, what is there that does not hits will be decidedly off-target). In the
appear marvelous when it comes to ﬁrst 20 hits, you will ﬁnd not only a link
our knowledge for the ﬁrst time? How to the computer-focused list, which is
many things, too, are looked upon as periodically revised as challenges move
quite impossible until they have been from the (nearly) impossible to the
actually achieved, you will also ﬁnd links
actually achieved?”
The impossible can indeed be achieved! to the current list of grand challenges
in global health, face recognition, environmental science, disaster reduction,
What’s your grand challenge?
Fermat’s last theorem constituted a grand biogeochemistry, membrane biology,
challenge for mathematicians. That term, and computational astrophysics.
If those lists don’t contain an imposgrand challenge, appeared ﬁrst in the
1980s in the world of computer science sible task that appeals to you, perhaps
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Dare to try
When you matriculated at Lawrence,
a piece of you feared that you were
undertaking the impossible, but you
came anyway and, in tomorrow’s
ceremony, you will be given tangible
evidence of your success. Surely part
of you is anxious about embarking on
whatever happens after graduation.
Some of that anxiety probably originates in your realization that, from this
point on, you are very much more on
your own than you have ever been in
the past. Increasingly, the challenges
you accept will be freely selected by you.
Your direction and motivation will no
longer come from outside yourselves,
from your parents, your teachers, your
coaches. Be assured, however, that your
liberal education at Lawrence has fully
prepared you to take full advantage of
whatever opportunities come your way.
To paraphrase Professor William
Chaney’s injunction many years ago to
matriculating freshmen, “You are able
to do whatever you want to do. Want
much.” And, to quote from Professor
Marshall Hulbert’s address on a similar
occasion even longer ago, “If, 20 years
from now, you contend that your college
years were the best years of your life,
your college education has failed you.”
Attempt the impossible. You just might
achieve it — and you will never know if
you don’t try. ■

They came, they saw,
they remembered

A Lawrence Reunion Weekend is an
organized occasion to come back to the
campus; see and greet old friends, and
possibly some new ones; and rekindle
memories of your college years. On June
15-17 this year, some 900 people — 545
alumni and 355 other guests — gathered
to do exactly that.
Lawrence Today
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a truly marvelous proof of this proposition, which this margin is too narrow
to contain.” Fermat died in 1665, never
having taken the time to write out his
marvelous proof.
In the following centuries, numerous proofs were suggested by many
quite notable mathematicians — and all
were found to be ﬂawed. The extremely
talented and proliﬁc 19th-century German mathematician Karl Friedrich
Gauss refused to tackle the task because
he thought that the prerequisite background mathematics had not yet been invented. Three-hundred ﬁfty-seven years
after Fermat’s assertion — and, as Gauss
had predicted, after many new developments in mathematics — a proof that
has withstood careful scrutiny was constructed by Andrew Wiles, an Oxfordeducated British-American number
theorist at Princeton University.
The lesson here is captured in the
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Top left and bottom: M. Tuchscherer; center: Liz Boutelle
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Willie and Maura with personal stories
and an extended moment of silence.

Alumni who had performed with the
Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble between 1971 and 2007 enjoyed a special
LUJE reunion hosted by former directors John Harmon ’57 and Ken Schaphorst and current director Fred Sturm
’73. LUJE reunioners played a concert
for all other alumni on Friday night.

The 60th-reunion Class of 1947 welcomed back some “Golden Reunion”
alumni who are able to attend Reunion
Weekend every year and enjoy the opportunity and the perfect setting to be
with their Lawrence friends. This year,
two additional ’47 classmates, Al Spalding and George Bogs, were back on
campus for the ﬁrst time in 60 years.

First thing Saturday morning, John Davis ’76, for the second year, assumed the
role inaugurated by his father, Coach
Gene Davis, as starter for the Reunion
Weekend Fun Run/Walk. Mary White
Stroebe ’40, age 89, completed the 5K
course, and David Hoffman ’57, who
has competed in marathons on all continents and in 50 states, set a record in
the men’s 70-and-over division.
Thirty-ﬁve years after a tragic drowning
took the lives of William Davenport ’73
and Maura Gilloon ’75, their friends
re-dedicated a memorial bench, now
located near the top of Union Hill overlooking the river. During the re-dedication ceremony, classmates remembered

The 50th-reunion Class of 1957 set
out to break the record for reunionclass gifts to Lawrence and raised more
than three times the previous record,
with over $5 million in gifts, pledges,
and planned-giving intentions. Led by
Dick Weber, Chuck Merry, and Dave
Hathaway, the 1957 gift committee had
been working for almost ﬁve years on
this project.
The Sesquicentennial Class of 1997
tied the tenth-reunion attendance record. Every one of their class ofﬁcers
returned for the reunion; all are married
to other members of the Class of 1997.

As the alumni gathered for Reunion
Weekend, heavy earthmoving equipment was gathering to prepare the site
of Lawrence’s new Campus Center.
Located west of Sage Hall and east of
Lawe Street, between John Street and
the Fox River, this important addition
to the community life of Lawrence is
being built into the riverbank. (For
a web-cam view of the construction
progress, go to www.lawrence.edu/
taskforce/ campuscenter/construction/.)
Greg Volk, executive vice president, gave
a presentation on the Campus Center
and an upcoming capital campaign.
President Jill Beck, in her Reunion
Convocation address to the assembled
alumni, included the Campus Center
among her list of ten notable accomplishments of the 2006-07 academic
year that she hoped would give them “a
sense that the college is very alive and
very full of extraordinary work, planning, and careful management.”
In short, Reunion Weekend 2007 was
well-attended and highly successful
— and it only rained for a little while
on Saturday. ■
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Center: re-dedication ceremony for memorial bench;
bottom: Department of Geology pre-parade coffee
session. Top of pages: left, waiting for the Parade of
Classes; right, LUJE members back row, left to right:
Kieth Montross ’73, Pat Darling ’85, Connie Trok
Olivera ’82, Scott Rosenthal ’75, Mike Sigman ’78,
Fred Sturm ’73, Mike Hale ’74, Ken Schaphorst, David
Cooper ’87, Jeff Griese ’80, Larry Darling ’76, Jeff
Ostroski ’06, Marty Robinson ’91, Scott Auby ’90, Jeffrey
Pietrangelo ’74, Scott Andrews ’85, Tom Dorn ’76; front
row: Lynn James Dulak ’81, Brian Koser ’82, Ryan Alban
’03, Cara Helmke ’00, Jeremy Carvell ’99, Kurt Eckhardt
’78, Kurt Dietrich ’73, Norm Yamada ’71, Ron Fink ’74,
Ryan Petersen ’98, Bob Greene ’83, Scott Wilson ’91

Here are some Reunion Weekend
highlights:
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Left: Associate Director of Alumni
Relations Lyndsay Hansen ’01 with
Mary White Stroebe ’40 at the
Fun Run; right: Ted Beranis ’57
draws caricatures of his classmates

Class of 1997, 10th Reunion Row 1: Catherine Walby, Chritine Mariottini Stone, Ellen Farrell Baker, Lara Hanson, Erin Westphal, Michelle Gast Northey, Alex Dubberke,
Rebecca Briesemeister Abbott, Julie Feldkamp-Pradhan, Luke Findlay; row 2: Julie Bister, Molly Holleran, Daisy Feidt, Andrew Jelen, Shannon Sackett, Amy Anderson,
Catherine Lephoto, Kristi Lorentzsen, Jason Weyers; row 3: Erin Fusco, Stacci Cook Barganz, Melissa Munch Thompson, Sarah Johnson Campbell, Zeta Strickland, David
Bauman, Chris Harris, Shirzad Khusrokhan, Suzanne Griffith, Joya Rajadhyaksha, Sam Welch; row 4: Wade Smith, Nicole Fermanian, Jessica Ritzke, Angela Baker-Franckowiak,
Alice Randolph Pattison, Jessy Josetti Feist, Lori Hilt, Sarah Ferris, Charlie Holst, Esi Asare; row 5: Carolyn Lussow Paul, Jason Valerius, Timothy Miller, Andrew Pattison,
Jeff Geist, Anne-Marie Jackelen Nickel, Paul Nickel, David Harrington, Matthew Magolan; row 6: Alex Paul, Dan Gregerson, Brian Bartel, Andre Martin, Jay Stratton, Will
Tourdot, Aaron Schnell; row 7: Remzy Bitar, Benjamin Campbell, Cari Collar Gregerson

Class of 1967, 40th Reunion Row 1: Karen Hicks Smith, Jill McCormick Rupprecht, Martha Phillips-Patrick, Pat Phelps Nash, Anne Stuart Galli, Connie Magistrelli,
Debbie Biggers Milner, Suzanne Des Isles Deitrich; row 2: Mary Banz Gullo, R. Eric Dyrud, Char Nelson Singleton, Judith Lee McNatt, Mardi Homfeld Metzger, Margo
Masuhr Goetz, Mary Bennison Fleishman, Martha Colburn Rasmus, Katherine Trent, Stu Baird; row 3: Barb von Behren Uhlman, Kit Vernon, Chi Meredith, Dinny (Helen)
Barshell Nemacheck, LaRayne Rudi Grooters, Marcia Rogers Hunter, Margi McCarty Lane, Adair (Dusty) Miller; row 4: George Peltier, Guy Vitale, Steve Sedgwick, Sid
Ayabe, Andy Gilboy, Cythia Russell Howe, Linda Stoikowitz Cannon, Larry Newman; row 5: Jim Wognum, Tim Parker, Bob Paddock, John Howe, Rich Agness, Chris
Kaufman, Barbara Martin Smith, James Lannon; row 6: Bruce Elliott, John Hein, Bill Brehm, Peter Nash, Richard Piehl, Peter Jacoby, Jim McNamee, Doug Giffin; row 7:
Dan Le Mahieu, Jim Swearengen

Class of 1982, 25th Reunion Row 1: Kathleen Bublitz, Karen Malm DiMario, Rebecca Devereux Sullivan, Jim Cheng, Linda Berger Hellmich, Janet Steiner Stevens, Bart De
Stasio, Jolie Gluckman Lasaine, Debra Pope; row 2: Beth Halloin McDonald, Lynn James Dulak, Jessica Olson Heiring, Lynn DeVelder Boswell, Scott Bogue, Diane Odeen,
Mary Taylor Vogel, Tom Barney; row 3: Kim Johndro Harmon, Andy Hazucha, Mary Lou Webber Lamberton, Sarah Flom Kiecker, Connie Trok Olivera, Bruce Loder, Ross
Daniels, Lizz Read Loder, Hepsi Shoemaker Kortenhof; row 4: Sara Krohn Rezin, Lisa Woellner Corcoran, Ane Lintvedt-Dulac, Mike Mol, Jeff Bissell, Chris Mitchell; row 5:
Brian Garves, David Lawson, Bob Weatherall, Jim Hawks, Terry Moran, Brian Quinlan

M. C. Kinney Photography

Top left: Ken Cobb Photography; right: M. Tuchscherer; bottom: M. C. Kinney Photography
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Virginia Danielson ’71

Golden alumni Row 1: Catherine McHugh ’37, Marty Ritter Lindsay ’47, Gladys Osborne Hall ’47, Gloria Gentelene Eckman ’47, Al Spalding ’47, Virginia Scott Heinemann
’50, Ann Cox Otzen ’50, Jane McNamara McIntyre ‘50; row 2: Marijean Meisner Flom ‘50, Ruby Voeks Toft ‘37, Marilyn Ericson Firehammer ‘49, Martha Benton Flom ’52,
Peggy Johnson Jacobs ‘52; row 3: Bill Firehammer ‘49, Betty Thompson Messenger ‘47, Jerry Flom ’52, Peter Jacobs ’52, Dick Boya ’52; row 4: Jim Webers ‘52, Tim DuVall ‘52,
John Messenger ‘42, Corliss Jensen ‘47, Bud Burnett ‘52, Ken Anderson ‘52
Class of 1957, 50th Reunion Row 1: Cynthia Perry Goldsberry, Sally Snook Krause, Marilyn Warner Freeman, Lois Kukuk Smith, Connie Crowe DeLand, Toni Arnold Mugg,
Carol Bowman Rine, Mary Lee Bissell Turner, Marcia Grimm Schultz; row 2: Mary Custis Hart, Mary Bosser Joyce, Phyllis Greiner Olson, Mary Hadley Speerschneider, Anne
Defenderfer Mattern, Jane Kaiser Reckmeyer, Carolyn Johnson Carppetta, Pete Dohr, Bob Purves; row 3: Pamela Balfanz, Judy Dixon Hebbe, Sue Whitmore Elliott, Carol
Adams Svoboda, Dick Weber; row 4: Phil Homes, Tom J. Klingbiel, Mary Matenaer Starr, Cecile Otte Pernica, Anne Blanchard Gascoigne, Audrey (Olly) Tangen Stelson, Sue
Ann Hackett, Gerald Mattern; row 5: Bill Stiles, Walt Bredeson, Kathleen Ramer Bourne, JoAnn Buesing DuVall, Norma Christopherson Kretzschmar, Jerry Rusch, Phil May,
Bob Fox, Clay Williams; row 6: Max Galler, Dick Rine, Martin Deppe, Ted Beranis, Gus Olson, Dave Hathaway, Chuck Merry, John Yule; row 7: David Johnson, Joe Ziemann,
Rolf Dehmel, Jim Parker, Russ Babcock, Frank Cole, David Hoffman, Roger Lalk, Ron Johnson

Lucia R. Briggs Distinguished Achievement Award
Virginia Danielson is curator of the Archive of World Music
and the Richard F. French Librarian at Harvard’s Eda Kuhn
Loeb Music Library. After earning a Ph.D. in ethnomusicology at the University of
Illinois, she began her
library career as an archivist in the UI ethnomusicology archives and
a cataloging assistant in
the music library. Pursuing a scholarly interest
in music of the Middle
Baumgardner
East, she spent three Danielson
years in the mid-1980s
living in Egypt and is the author of an award-winning biography of Egyptian singer Umm Kulthum as well as one of the
ﬁrst biographies of a Middle Eastern woman musician.

Jennifer Baumgardner ’92

Nathan M. Pusey Young Alumni Distinguished
Achievement Award
Jennifer Baumgardner is an inﬂuential voice in Third Wave
feminism, a writer and commentator who began her career
as the youngest editor at Ms. magazine. She has co-authored
two books, ManifestA: Young Women, Feminism, and the Future
and Grassroots: A Field Guide for Feminist Activism; her latest
book is Look Both Ways: Bisexual Politics. In addition, she has
written for magazines and also edited a series of re-issued
feminist classics. She has served on the board of the New
York Abortion Access Fund, worked with Planned Parenthood, and produced the documentary “I Had an Abortion.”

Richard K. Weber ’57

M. C. Kinney Photography

Gertrude Breithaupt Jupp M-D ’18 Service Award
Richard Weber took on the important tasks of leading his
40th and 50th reunion gift committees. In 1997, Lawrence’s
Sesquicentennial year, the Class of 1957 set what was at that
time a 40th Reunion alumni participation record of 69.3 percent. For their 50th reunion gift, Weber and his co-chairs
started working at their 45th reunion to organize a campaign
of enormous proportions. Throughout these years he has been
unceasingly hard-working, methodical, and passionate in his
pursuit of a milestone contribution to Lawrence, facilitating
innumerable meetings and conference calls, reaching out to
classmates, and working tirelessly behind the scenes.
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Recipients 2007
Weber

Carlson-Mason

Tarpley

Mary L. Carlson-Mason ’72

Gertrude Breithaupt Jupp M-D ’18 Service Award
Mary Carlson-Mason has long been a “connector” in the
Class of 1972 — a friend of many who connects numerous
groups within the early 1970s classes. More ofﬁcially, she
served as steering committee chair and a tireless leader of
the past two cluster reunions for the Classes of 1971-1973
— inspiring the highest attendance at any 30th Reunion in
2002. A talented writer, she chaired the Alumni Association’s
Communications Committee from 2001 to 2003 and in that
capacity helped create and also named Lawrence E-News
(LENs) the online alumni newsletter.

Ryan L. Tarpley ’93

The Marshall B. Hulbert ’26 Young Alumni
Service Award
Ryan L. Tarpley is a model young alumni volunteer who has
been active in almost every facet of the Lawrence community.
He has served as a member of the steering committee for his
tenth reunion and the class gift committee for his reunion this
year, an admissions volunteer, an Ambassador peer solicitor,
a participant in a campaign working group, and a member of
the Alumni Association Board of Directors and its executive
committee. A member of the Los Angeles regional program
committee, he has been the host/coordinator for two Los
Angeles alumni events.
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Nancy J. Rigg ’72

George B. Walter ’36 Service to Society Award
Nancy Rigg has been called “the mother of swiftwater rescue.”
With determination and perseverance, she turned a tragic
episode in her own life into a pioneering effort on behalf of
others. A writer and
ﬁlmmaker, she used
her skills to advocate
for a swiftwater rescue
program that became a
reality in 1992. Today,
ﬂood zones in Los
Angeles have been
mapped, rescue operaOliver
Deppe
Rigg
Adelson
Oreck
tions are coordinated,
and the death toll has been substantially reduced. Thanks to
Rigg, individuals who are swept away have a chance to be rescued, and rescue personnel have the training and equipment
George B. Walter ’36 Service to Society Award
to coordinate effective rescues and also protect themselves.
Peg Oliver founded the Coalition of Literacy Services, Inc.,
in Hidalgo County, Texas, and served as its director, lead
teacher, and guiding spirit from 1984 until her retirement in
2005. A non-governmental program offering adult basic eduGeorge B. Walter ’36 Service to Society Award
cation, literacy, and public information, CLS is distinctive for
Dufﬁe Adelson is executive director of the Merit School of
its openness and its self-paced curriculum. For many years,
Music in Chicago. Founded in 1979, Merit each year brings
Oliver single-handedly taught an estimated 1,000 people per
music education to over 6,500 students of all ages and abiliyear, often leading as many ten classes a week. In retirement,
ties and is recognized for the quality of its curriculum and its
she continues to speak out on educational issues, maintain
commitment to serving economically disadvantaged students.
contact with former students, and seek ways to turn “poor
Selected by Today’s Chicago Woman as one of “100 Women
communities into educated communities.”
Making a Difference,” Adelson serves on the board of advisors to “Midori and Friends,” a foundation that provides
music education to New York City public school children,
and also is a trustee of the National Guild of Community
George B. Walter ’36 Service to Society Award
Schools of the Arts.
Martin Deppe has played a role in some of the key movements and moments of recent history. A United Methodist
pastor who served six Chicago-area congregations between
1961 and his retirement in 1999, Deppe’s dedication and
George B. Walter ’36 Service to Society Award
devotion to human rights and civil liberties are evident in his
Tom Oreck, president and chief executive ofﬁcer of the Oreck
work with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference’s
Corporation of New Orleans, was selected for this award beOperation Breadbasket and Clergy and Laity Concerned
cause of the manner in which he and his company responded
about the Vietnam War and with individuals such as Martin
to the human needs of their employees immediately followLuther King, Jr., William Sloane Cofﬁn, and Abraham Heing Hurricane Katrina. When Katrina hit, the Oreck plant
schel. His leadership roles in groups organized to seek social
in
Long Beach, Mississippi, was seriously damaged, and the
and economic justice are, literally, too many to mention.
homes of many of its 600 employees were destroyed. The
company provided employees with housing, food, water,
generators, fuel, and other supplies and brought in medical
trauma specialists and advisors to help with insurance and
FEMA claims. “Our ﬁrst responsibility was to our employees,”
Oreck has said. “The business could wait; the people could not.”

Margarita Thompson Oliver ’42

Dufﬁe A. Adelson ’73

Martin L. Deppe ’57

Thomas A. Oreck ’73
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Hands of a thief
Big girls
might cry
By Joe Vanden Acker

Joe Vanden Acker

She is the resident pest. She is that little gnat
buzzing in front of your face, the one you simply
can’t shoo away, and she just keeps coming back
for more.
In a game dominated by players with great
size, Jenny Stoner ’08 is a 5-foot tall defensive
dynamo on the basketball court. She can take the
ball away from players a foot taller, and she literally
can bring opposing guards to tears.
In three years on the hardwood for the Vikings,
the Chicago, Ill., native has caused opponents to
panic or be intimidated, or both, by the smallest
player on the floor.
What Stoner may lack in height she makes up
for with some of the quickest hands this side of
a pickpocket. Those hands have been frustrating
opponents on the basketball court for some time.
“I can’t tell you how it came to be,” says Stoner,
who recalls her defensive prowess as far back as
fourth grade. “The girl would cross half-court, and
I would steal the ball. It’s something that’s been a
part of my game for a very long time.”
Stoner, a psychology major, made it particularly rough on one player during her prep career.
“I made her cry,” she says. “She was good, too.
She just got really frustrated.”
Stoner instantly became a starter when she
came to Lawrence out of Regina Dominican
High School. She didn’t waste a lot of time making her presence felt. In the first game of her
career, she had a school-record ten steals and
scored 19 points in a win over Dominican (Ill.)
University.
“My thing would be man-to-man defense,”
says Stoner. “The first question I asked any of
the coaches I was being recruited by was, ‘What
Lawrence Today
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defense do you play?’ That’s my thing.”
A tri-captain last season, Stoner has piled up 201 steals
for her career, and that ranks her sixth on Lawrence’s career
list. With another full season under her belt, she will easily
move into second place, but catching Beth Pollnow ’02, who
has 294, will be difficult.
Stoner’s steal total dropped slightly last season after
recording a career-best 72 as a sophomore. She didn’t lose
anything in her game in 2006-07, but other teams began
adjusting their game plans to minimize the havoc caused by
the Lawrence point guard.
“If Jenny Stoner is guarding you, you do not bring the ball
up,” Carroll College coach Kris Jacobson told the Appleton
Post-Crescent in January. “That’s our rule here. You literally
have to have two ball handlers on the floor.
“She’s a thorn.”
The “Stoner Rule” was likely a direct result of Lawrence’s
76-56 thrashing of Carroll in January 2006. Stoner played
38 minutes, had six steals and five assists, and frustrated 5-8
Pioneers star Crystal Hoewisch
all night.
“I’d never noticed it as much,
except in college where the point
guard doesn’t bring the ball up
the court,” Stoner says. “It’s satisfying to know that because of
my presence out there, she’s not going to bring the ball up
the court.
“It’s fun to know that you influenced the other team’s
strategy and game plan.”
The other method coaches employ to slow down Stoner
is complaining long and loud to the officials. Stoner gets so
close to the player she is guarding, you couldn’t slip a piece
of paper between the two, and that draws the wrath of every
coach Lawrence faces.
“Get her off! Get her off!” is what opposing coaches cry
to referees.
But Stoner moves her feet with a dancer’s grace and has
the thing coaches love — active hands. National Basketball
Association player Gary Payton was known as “the glove”
during the prime of his career for his defensive prowess, but
he has nothing on Stoner. Her on-the-ball defense is as good
as any player in Division III.
“It’s one of those things that once you get a steal, you feel
like you can keep going at it,” Stoner says.
Opponents are getting off lucky. Those players face Stoner
once or twice a season, but her Lawrence teammates take her
on every day in practice.
“At first I was intimidated by her, but now that I know
her, I love her,” says guard Jen Gabriele ’10. “She makes me
better every day in practice because I’ve found in games that

nobody pressured me as much as she did in practice, which
made games seem easier. She picked my pocket at least twice
a day in practice but built my confidence at the same time.”
Gabriele believes Stoner has a great mix of athletic and
personal attributes, and that explains her defensive skill.
“Stoner has perfect lateral movement and long arms, so
she is able to stay low and swipe at the ball all the time,”
Gabriele says. “She also never seems to get tired, which inevitably makes the person dribbling the ball flustered. She is also
a hungry defender. She enjoys playing defense, which is half
the battle. Nobody likes to play defense, everybody wants to
score, not Stoner. She is an all-around player.”
And all that comes in a package just scraping 60 inches.
While Stoner may have always been the shortest player on
her basketball team, she doesn’t feel out of place at home. The
Stoner clan is not blessed with great size. Her dad, Jim, is 5-6,
and her mom, Jan, stands 4-11. Younger brother Joe is only 56, but he plays football at the University of Chicago. Younger
sister Julia is 4-11 but plays soccer and basketball at Regina
Dominican. The youngest of
the group, Jamie, is 12 but she
is already taller than Jenny and
plays a multitude of sports.
“As much as we are a short
family, we’re pretty athletic,”
says Stoner. “[Being short]
does make you work harder. It’s not easy to be athletic. You
have to find your own talent to stand out from the other players. It creates a challenge, and I’m a very competitive person. I
take it and I go with it.”
With that competitive fire burning, Stoner is striving
to improve her game. With teams consciously avoiding her
when they have the ball, she is working on her defense away
from the ball.
“You have to be more mobile off the ball. That was something I concentrated on last year,” she says.
Despite being second on the team at 8.3 points per game
last season, Stoner also wants to improve her offense. She
doesn’t want to be known as a one-trick pony.
“Another one of my goals, ever since high school, because
I’ve never been a shooter, is to continue to be an offensive
threat,” Stoner says. “I would really like to have more of an
offensive game going. And that’s not necessarily scoring.
That’s setting up my teammates and trying to be better.”
That sounds like a tall order, but no goal seems too large
for this remarkable young woman.
“I would love to be much taller, but I’m not,” says Stoner.
“You’ve got to make do with what you have.”
And she is doing that quite well. Just ask anyone playing
against the Vikings. ■

It’s fun to know that you
influenced the other team’s
strategy and game plan.
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Five who scored
Announcing the 2007 Athletic Hall of Fame selections

Wagenaar-Miller

Johnson

T

he five 2007 inductees
into the Lawrence
University Intercollegiate
Athletic Hall of Fame
cut across a wide range
of sports and generations
of Viking athletics.
Vince Jones ’41, Fred Flom ’63,
Rich Agness ’67, Marty Johnson ’88,
and Becky Wagenaar-Miller ’96 will
be inducted at the Blue and White
Dinner on October 26 and will also be
honored at halftime of the Fall Festival
football game on October 27.
Becky Wagenaar-Miller ’96
Becky Wagenaar broke new ground
for Lawrence swimming, as she became
the first woman to compete at the
NCAA Division III Championships
and went on to earn All-America
honors three times.
The native of Woodstock, Ill., also
won six individual Midwest Conference championships and was a part of
eight title-winning relay teams. She set
six school records and swam on relays
that broke five school records. She also

Agness

Flom

set the conference record in the
50-yard freestyle and swam on three
relay teams that set league marks. In
addition, she made three consecutive
trips to the NCAA.
A force in the Midwest Conference,
she won five league titles and capped
her career by winning the 50 freestyle,
her third title in that event, at the
MWC Championships in 1996.
Wagenaar lives in Silver Spring,
Md., and works as a scientific review
administrator in the National Institute
of Dental and Craniofacial Research
at the National Institutes of Health.
Marty Johnson ’88
Marty Johnson, a defensive back for
the football Vikings, was a threetime All-American and three-time
All-Midwest Conference selection.
Johnson, who also lettered four times
in track and earned another letter in
basketball, still holds Lawrence’s record
with 24 interceptions.
A native of Green Bay, he was a
Pizza Hut second-team All-American
in 1985 and 1987 and earned honorable

Jones

mention on the Associated Press
All-America team in 1986. He was
a first-team all-conference selection
during his final three seasons.
Johnson picked off a season-high
eight passes in 1985 and again in 1987.
His 0.9 interceptions per game in both
of those seasons ranked him in the top
eight in the nation. He returned two
interceptions for touchdowns and that
still stands as the school record, as does
his mark of 344 interception return
yards.
Johnson, who primarily played
cornerback during his career, was part
of a stellar defensive unit that was
consistently ranked as one of the best
in the nation.
He also lettered four times in track
and field and participated in sprints,
jumps, and throwing the javelin.
A multiple winner at various meets,
he also placed twice in the MWC
Championships.
Johnson, who also played basketball
as a junior, lives in Omro and is the
owner of AFR Inspection Service.
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Rich Agness ’67
Rich Agness followed a standout athletic career at Lawrence by coaching at
his alma mater for nearly two decades.
Agness starred in both wrestling
and football for the Vikings.
As a wrestler, the Northlake, Ill.,
native compiled an impressive 47-5-1
record at 177 pounds and was the
school’s career wins leader when he
graduated. His .896 winning percentage still ranks second all-time. He
finished second in his weight class
three consecutive years at the Midwest
Conference Championships.
Agness was a stalwart at defensive
end for the football team and was the
team’s co-captain in 1966. He helped
Lawrence win the 1966 conference
championship, the Vikings’ first league
title in 15 seasons.
He returned to his alma mater in
1974 to join the coaching staff. He
was an assistant football coach for 11
seasons and then served as the head
coach for another eight. He also served
as the baseball coach for seven seasons
and spent another five coaching the
wrestling squad.
Agness finished with a 34-38-1
record and only Ron Roberts, Bernie
Heselton, and Mark Catlin have won
more football games at Lawrence. The
Vikings compiled a record of 111-53-1
and won five league championships
during his coaching tenure.
The most successful baseball coach
in Lawrence history, Agness coached
the Vikings from 1975-81 and compiled a record of 95-86-1 for a schoolrecord .525 winning percentage.
His baseball teams put together five
consecutive winning seasons from
1977-81, and three of Lawrence’s four
MWC baseball titles came under his
guidance. The Vikings took the crown
in 1977, 1979, and 1980, and Lawrence
made its only NCAA Division III
Tournament appearances in the West
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Regional in 1977 and 1979.
Upon his return to Lawrence in
1974, Agness took over the reins of
the wrestling program. He coached six
national qualifiers and a pair of league
champions in his five seasons.
Agness, who also served as dean of
students during his time at Lawrence,
works as a potter and lives in Neenah.
Fred Flom ’63
A diverse athlete during his time at
Lawrence, Fred Flom participated in
three sports.
A native of Menasha, he played
both running back and defensive back
and earned All-Midwest Conference
honors at both positions. A first-team
all-conference defensive back in 1962,
he earned second-team honors at running back in 1961 and received honorable mention as a back in 1960.
As co-captain of the 1962 team,
Flom helped the Vikings to a 6-2
record that matched the team’s best
record in eight years. He scored a
touchdown or had an interception, or
both, in every one of Lawrence’s wins
in 1962. He even returned an interception for a touchdown in a win over
Beloit College.
Flom played three years of varsity
basketball, despite a knee injury curtailing his sophomore season. A starter
for head coach Don Boya ’50, he was a
swingman while being teamed with the
high-scoring Joel Ungrodt ’64.
He also played two years of tennis,
earning a letter as a senior and playing
on the freshman team during his first
year at Lawrence.
Flom, who splits his time between
Dallas, Texas, and Waupaca, is a retired
American Airlines pilot. He served in
the United States Air Force and was a
fighter pilot during the Vietnam War.
He flew 80 missions before being
shot down in August 1966 and was
a prisoner of war until 1973.

Vince Jones ’41
Vince Jones was truly a man among
boys during his athletic days at
Lawrence. The 6-foot-2, 300-pound
Jones used his size to bull his way to
All-Midwest Conference football honors three times, and he was a powerful
thrower for the track and field team.
Playing in an era when a 200pound lineman was a rarity, Jones was
a mammoth presence on the football
field. Playing tackle on both offense
and defense, he opened huge holes for
the backs in Bernie Heselton’s singlewing attack and generally caused havoc
in the opposing team’s backfield. He
also is remembered for intercepting a
pass and returning it for a touchdown
in Lawrence’s 18-8 upset of Carleton
College in 1939.
As co-captain of the 1940 squad,
Jones was a first-team all-conference selection in 1938 and 1940 and
received honorable mention in 1939.
He was a key player in helping
Lawrence secure the 1938 MWC title
and drew interest from teams in the
National Football League. The Detroit
Lions offered him a $1,200 contract,
but Jones was forced to turn it down
due to a medical condition.
On the cinders of Whiting Field,
Jones also was a standout. He won
titles in the shot put at the MWC
Championships in 1940 and 1941.
Jones also captured titles in the shot
put and discus at the prestigious
Wisconsin Collegiate Invitational and
Beloit College Relays, setting meet
records at both events. He set the
school record in the shot put with a
toss of 48-6 in 1940.
Jones spent the bulk of his career in
sales at American Can before his death
in 1972. ■

From left: Quist, Whitmore, Nockleby, Martin,
Payne, Schnettler

Rowing against the odds

They were the little guys. The small fry.
Underdogs with a capital U.
But — when the figurative smoke
had cleared, the Lawrence University
women’s varsity lightweight-four crew
had literally left some big dogs in their
wake. Competing against the nation’s
elite teams at the Intercollegiate Rowing Association Championships on
June 1, Lawrence placed third in the
finals on the Cooper River in Camden,
N.J.
The lightweight-four team of Kristina Nockleby ’07, Stephanie Martin
’09, Heidi Quist ’10, Megan Whitmore
’08, and coxswain Rachel Payne ’10
were the first Lawrence rowers invited
to compete at the IRA regatta.
“I couldn’t be happier with the way
the season turned out,” says Lawrence
coach Bryan Schnettler ’04. “These five

Notes from the locker room
Baseball Pitcher Kevin Kangas ’08 turned in a
stellar senior season for the Vikings and was
one of four Lawrence players to earn ﬁrst-team
All-Midwest Conference (MWC) honors. Kangas,
outﬁelders Brad Hauser ’07 and Tim O’Toole ’07,
and designated hitter Ben Webster ’08 all made
the ﬁrst team, with pitcher Chris Clouthier ’07,
ﬁrst baseman Tommy Schmidt ’08, and second
baseman Hawk Haiduke ’09 earning second-team
honors. Kangas ﬁnished 4-3 on the season with
a school-record 2.53 ERA. Kangas struck out 71
and walked 23 in 57 innings. Schmidt earned a
national honor, as he was the only player from
the MWC to be named the National Collegiate
Baseball Writers Association Player of the Week
in 2007. Lawrence ﬁnished the season with a 12-21
record and ﬁnished third in the North Division of
the conference with a 6-10 mark.
Golf Ryan Knox ’07 earned all-conference
honors to pace Lawrence at the MWC
Championships. Knox carded rounds of 85, 76,

women put in so much effort to get to
where they did, I can’t put into words
how proud I am of them.”
Princeton University and the University of Wisconsin finished 1-2 in
the event, and Lawrence placed ahead
of Duquesne University, Georgetown
University, and Radcliffe College.
“Our expectation was to go out
there and row the best race we could,”
says Nockelby, the team captain. “We
had an early lead off the start, but we
settled into our race pace, and that is
when Princeton and Wisconsin pulled
ahead. We pulled as hard as we could
and finished in third. I was very pleased
with our race because I could feel everyone pulling their hearts out.”
Crew is a club sport at Lawrence,
but this wasn’t the first time a Lawrence
crew had gone head-to-head against
Division I scholarship teams. Lawrence

earned its berth in the IRA regatta after
a second-place finish at the Dad Vail
Regatta, the largest collegiate regatta in
the country, in Philadelphia, Pa., in May.
It marked only the second time and the
second consecutive year Lawrence had
earned a medal at the Dad Vail.
“Although we did not expect to
win, this group of women has raced
with the confidence that whenever
they pull up to the starting line, they
feel they are in contention to win,”
Schnettler says. “I think that is part of
the reason we’ve been as good as we
have been, and this race was no different. Ultimately, I think they were really
hoping to beat at least a couple of the
big schools, to prove we belonged there
and hopefully bring home a medal.”
In addition to gaining respect and
visibility, both Schnettler and Nockelby
hope the other result of the appearance
at the IRA Championships is to raise
awareness of crew on campus. JVA

and 78 on the par-72 layout at Aldeen Golf Club
in Rockford, Ill., for a total of 239. The Vikings
carded a team score of 1,001 to ﬁnish in sixth
place in the 54-hole tournament.

shortstop Carrie Van Groll ’08 also earned allconference accolades. Lawrence ﬁnished with
a 15-12 record and took third place in the MWC
North Division.

Softball Freshman utility player Alex Goodson
’10 turned in a phenomenal rookie campaign
and earned All-MWC and All-Great Lake Region
honors. Goodson, who was a ﬁrst-team all-league
pick and second-team all-region selection, hit
.420 with 10 doubles and four triples, and she set
school season records with seven homers and
43 RBIs. She ﬁnished third in the nation at 1.59
RBIs per game and was 14th with an .864 slugging
percentage. Third baseman Jenna Reichel ’09 was
named to the ﬁrst-team all-conference team
and was a third-team all-region pick. She led the
Lawrence team with a .426 batting average and
had a pair of doubles and 11 RBIs to go with her
team-high 36 runs scored, which was sixth-best
in the nation in runs per game. She also swiped
15 bases in 16 tries this season. Pitcher Catherine
Marinac ’08, outﬁelder Toren Johnson ’07, and

Men’s tennis The Vikings ﬁnished seventh at the
MWC Championships and won one consolation
title in singles and another in doubles. Lawrence
ﬁnished the season with a 4-10 dual-match
record, including a 2-2 mark against league
opponents.
Track and ﬁeld Tatiana Bulat ’09 led the Vikings,
as she claimed the title in the triple jump at the
MWC Championships. Bulat took the crown with
a leap of 34 feet, 11.75 inches. It was the ﬁrst title
for the women since 2004, when Courtney Miller
’04 won the 800 and 1,500 meters. Both the
men’s and women’s teams placed eighth in the
team standings. Earlier in the season, Stephanie
Kramer ’08 broke her own school record in
the hammer throw, with a toss of 117-10 at the
Wisconsin Private College Championships. JVA
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Alumni Association Board of Directors
Executive committee
Elizabeth Kortenhof Kumbalek ’78, President
Matthew A. Smith ’95, Vice President
Alan M. Schultz C’90, Chair, Admissions
Amy Hockenberger Hochkammer ’91,
Capital Campaign Liaison
Victor W. Weaver ’65, Chair, Networks
Jeanette Schmidt Hess M-D’60, Chair, Nominations
and Awards
Amy Hockenberger Hochkammer ’91, Co-Chair,
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Class Notes
The information below has been derived
from news received by Lawrence Today
before June 1, 2007. It includes only items
that have been submitted for publication to
Lawrence Today, Voyager, or a class secretary.
To add your news to Class Notes, go online
to www.lawrence.edu/alumni/voyager.shtml
or write to alumni@lawrence.edu.

1947
Margery Lott Abrams, Naperville, Ill., writes:
“I’m keeping busy in my retirement community
with Tai Chi, also volunteering, gardening,
and staying in touch with my college pals.
Raymond W. Gasbarre, Wooster, Ohio, and
his wife, Mary, both ﬁrst-generation Italians,
have visited relatives in Italy eight times.
Kathryn Rall Jacky has moved into assisted
living at Presbyterian Homes in Evanston, Ill.
Dawn Wilmer Larson and Elmer, Palm Harbor,
Florida, are the proud great-grandparents of
two great grandsons, Noah and Aiden. Elaine
Johnson Luedeman, Milwaukee, noted that
she was writing “62 years to the day Harold
‘Stretch’ Luedeman ’46 lobbed a snowball at
Elaine Johnson to get her attention and ask
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Richard A. Candee ’70
James M. Cornelius ’81
Catherine B. Frazier ’08
Jennifer B. Hair ’08
Seth B. Harris C’01
Kristin Hoffmann Lanari ’02
Carmen L. Jeglum ’06
Walter E. Karst ’56
Carol L. Korda ’71
Thomas C. Larsen ’58
Barbara Lieberum Westhofen M-D’57
Nathan P. Litt ’08
Barbara M. Lom ’89
Jennifer C. LuVert ’93
Bonnie Maas McClellan M-D’62
Julie Moore Rapacki ’86
Laura J. Mueller ’73

for a ﬁrst date.” Margaret Jones Mehring,
Los Osos, Calif., writes: “I have for years been
politically active organizing the Democratic
grassroots activities for my community. Our
methods have been extraordinarily successful,
and I have recently completed a handbook
that details our strategies.” Frederick S.
Thatcher, Prescott, Ariz., is president of Project
Aware, a men’s shelter and low-rental housing
complex. Nancy Errington Van Den Elsen lives
at Saint Paul Villa in Kaukauna, where she plays
for community singing once a month. Nancy
taught piano for 57 years and had as many as
100 students a week.

1950

60th Reunion: June, 2010
Eugene S. Bondar, Grand Island, N.Y., in 2006,
took part in archaeological digs in Virginia,
North Carolina, Illinois, and Michigan and
attended the annual meeting of the Air Transport
Command Association at the U.S. Air Force
Museum in Dayton, Ohio. Elizabeth Forster
Glidden, Bloomington, Ill., retired for the third
time in September 2006. She had been, for
4½ years, a hospice chaplain and previously,
for many years, worked in communications
and public relations for church-related agencies. Anna Mae Loveland Godin, Metairie,

J. Samuel Ray ’71
Sandra J. Saltzstein ’89
Sarah E. Schott ’97
Brent J. Schwert ’07
Michael S. Sigman ’78
Mark E. Smrecek ’00
Catherine A. Statz C’96
Timothy S. Stenger ’88
Elizabeth A. Winter ’08
Janet Wullner-Faiss Cloak ’55

Ex-ofﬁcio
Janice Daniels Quinlan ’74
Director of Alumni Relations
Lyndsay Sund Hansen ’01
Associate Director of Alumni Relations

La., writes: “Since Katrina, I have been living
in my motor home in my son’s driveway. Prior
to my husband’s death, we traveled by motor
home to all of the lower 48 states and most of
Canada and Mexico, so when I lost everything,
I was accustomed to motor home living.”

1962

50th Reunion: June 2012
Scott Underwood Adam, Marina Del Rey,
Calif., and his wife, Jean are Christian missionaries distributing bibles throughout the South
Paciﬁc from their yacht, Quest (www.svquest.
com). He hopes to complete his Ph.D. in theology in 2009. Richard G. Niemi, Rochester, N.Y.,
professor of political science at the University
of Rochester, has been elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and will
be inducted into the Academy in Cambridge,
Mass., in October.

1964

Baron Perlman ’68,
professor of
psychology at the
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, is
a recipient of the
2007 Charles Brewer
Distinguished Teaching of Psychology Award, one of the highest
honors a university psychology professor
can earn. Conferred by the American Psychology Foundation, the award included a
stipend and an expenses-paid trip to the
American Psychological Association annual
convention in San Francisco, at which
Perlman delivered an address. He received
both a master’s degree and the doctorate in
clinical psychology from Michigan State
University and has been on the UW-Oshkosh
faculty since 1975. He won the university’s
Distinguished Teaching Award in 2002 and
holds both a John McNaughton Rosebush
Professorship and an endowed university
professorship. He is editor-in-chief of the
“Teaching Tips” column of the American
Psychological Society Observer and the
author of several books on the teaching
of psychology.

45th Reunion: June 2009
Katherine Manz Cowett ’64, Pawtucket, R.I.,
volunteers as a docent at the Roger Williams
Park Zoo in Providence. Luke Groser and
Victoria Agee Groser ’63 live in Shorewood.
Luke teaches economics, geography, and U.S.
history and coaches football and golf at
Shorewood High School.

1968

40th Reunion: June 20-22, 2008
Mary Lee Huber, Ellsworth, retired in 2004
after 36 years teaching middle school/junior
high vocal music and is busy with substitute
teaching, playing piano and singing with a
12-piece big band that she has been with for
about 20 years, and doing solo piano/singing
gigs.

1969

40th Reunion: June 2009
Pamela Bolotin Joseph, Seattle, Wash., has
been appointed senior lecturer in education
and administrator for the Professional
Certiﬁcation Program at the University of
Washington-Bothell.

1971

40th Reunion: June 2011
Janet Brelig Foreman, Libertyville, Ill., planned
a summer trip to Guatemala. Jean R. Linder,
La Crosse, has published a book on past lives,
personal growth, and spiritual transformation
titled The Past Lives: Embracing the Wisdom
and Healing Power of your Soul (see Lawrence
Books, page 53).

The leadership of Great Northern
Corporation’s Specialty Group will change
hands from one Lawrentian to another
when Richard C. Detienne ’65 (left)
retires at the end of 2008 and Gary N.
Hietpas ’68 becomes the new president.
Detienne, president of the Specialty
Group, which includes Laminations® and
Rollguard® operations, has been with the
company for 23 years. He joined Laminations as executive vice president in 1984
and became president in 1986. He became
president of the Specialty Group when it
was formed in 1995. Hietpas has been with
Laminations for 21 years, serving as vice
president of sales and marketing since
1991. Headquartered in Appleton, Great
North Corporation has operations in ﬁve
states and more than 800 employees.

1972

40th Reunion: June 2012
Marte Brengle, Burbank, Calif., writes: “I’ve
begun taking some of the shop classes that
girls weren’t allowed to take when we were in
high school, starting with welding. Next up will
be machine shop. After that, who knows? I still
ﬁx and build computers and have taken a networking class to go along with my A+ certiﬁcation. I’ve just started ﬁxing iPods as well. I’m
also planning to get back into making quilts.
I’ll probably have to either go back to work or
start my own business one of these days —
when you take early retirement, you don’t get
a whole lot of money out of the deal but, with
any luck, some of the things I’ve learned in
the past two years will be the basis for future
success.” Jacob P. Gostisha, Wausau, says he is
“still teaching fourth grade and enjoying it but
starting to think about retirement and

trying something different.” Ellen Priest had an
exhibition, “’Jazz Paintings on Paper: Variations
on the Venezuelan Suite,” at Ursinus College in
January. Mary Stuckert Solares, Edwardsville, Ill.,
in 2006, received tenure and was promoted to
associate professor at Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville, where she has worked since
2000. She plays the violin in the SIUE Chamber
Orchestra and has participated in many chamber music workshops, mainly in California.
Clifford W. Zeliff, Jakarta, Indonesia, is senior
vice president of exploration and new ventures
with Star Energy (www.starenergy.co.id), an
Indonesian-based energy company he helped
start in 2003.

Frank Rippl ’69 and Carol Jegen ’70
received Appleton’s Hanns Kretzschmar
Award for Excellence in the Arts at the 10th
annual Celebrating Our Volunteers event
in April. Rippl, a retired elementary school
music teacher, co-founded the Appleton
Boychoir and directed it for 23 years. He
has been organist and choirmaster at All
Saints Episcopal Church since 1971 and
has instituted such programs as a summer noontime organ recital series and the
Boychoir’s seasonal “Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols.” Jegen, a soprano soloist
who teaches voice in her home studio and
at the Lawrence Academy of Music, helped
revive Attic Theatre as a volunteer-driven
organization and, this past summer, led
sessions of Attic’s revitalized children’s
theatre workshops. She also coordinates
special worship music, including choirs and
children’s pageants, at All Saints.
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Kristi Vap
Luenzmann ’88 is
program director
at Faith’s Lodge in
Webster, Wisconsin,
a new facility in
the north woods
providing respite for
couples and families who have a child with
a serious illness or have suffered the recent
loss of a child. Luenzmann has more than
16 years of experience working with children and families, most recently as a senior
child life specialist at Children’s Hospitals
and Clinics of Minnesota. Previously she
held similar positions at the Mayo Clinic
and Johns Hopkins University. At the Ronald
McDonald House of the Upper Midwest
she helped establish a house-based child
life program, the ﬁrst of its kind in the
country. At Faith’s Lodge, her responsibilities include the development of family
programming and coordinating outreach
to organizations that will refer people to
the facility.

1973

40th Reunion: June 2013
Leslie Dickinson, Everett, Wash., received
national board certiﬁcation in early adolescence/young adult in 2005. Linda M. Laarman,
Fish Creek, is now a full-time Door County
Wisconsinite, practicing law from her home
ofﬁce.

1974

35th Reunion: June 2010
Lilias Jones Jarding, Fort Collins, Colo., participated in the program of the Colorado Institute
for Leadership Training.

1979

30th Reunion: June 20-22, 2008
Robert E. Spoo, Concord, California, an attorney and former editor of the James Joyce
Quarterly, played a role in the suit brought by
a Stanford University English professor against
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the Joyce estate over the use of Joyce family
correspondence and writings in a scholarly
work. The suit was settled in such a way that
the scholar will be able to publish her research
in print and online versions without fear of
being sued for copyright infringement.
Christine Manuel Zacher, Fort Salonga, N.Y.,
and her husband, Paul, are the parents of
Kelly Elizabeth Zacher ’10, a conservatory student majoring in clarinet and music theory.

1981

30th Reunion: June 2011
Elizabeth Austin Asch, Hanover, N.H., had an
exhibition, “Nocturnal Nature: Works by
Elizabeth Austin,” at the Charles Allis and Villa
Terrace Art Museums, Milwaukee, in April.

1982

30th Reunion: June 2011
Cheryl Orgas, Milwaukee, is executive director of Volunteer Services for the Visually
Handicapped. She is the ﬁrst blind person to
lead the non-proﬁt Braille and audio transcription service housed in the Milwaukee Public
Library.

1983

25th Reunion: June 20-22, 2008
Charles F. Hunter, Washington, D.C., has been
in the United States Foreign Service for 17
years. He served as provincial reconstruction
team leader for Babil Province in Iraq until
August, when he returned to Washington,
where he will serve until summer 2009 as
deputy director for Western European Affairs
in the State Department’s Bureau of European
and Eurasian Affairs.

1991

20th Reunion: June 2012
Andrew R. Gussert, Westport, is president of
the American Federation of Teachers-Wisconsin, which held its 75th anniversary celebration
in Appleton in November 2006. Mary K. Roetzel, Boston, Mass., is associate provost at the
School of the Museum of Fine Arts.

1992

20th Reunion: June 2012
Douglas F. Call is a country representative for
Population Services International in Antananarivo, Madagascar. R. Breckenridge Knauft,
Huntington, Vt., is director of development at
Woodbury College. Jay W. Roberts, Richmond,

Ind., teaches education and environmental
studies at Earlham College and directs the
college’s Wilderness Program.

1993

20th Reunion: June 2012
Rebecca J. Letter, Sheboygan, teaches high
school social studies (psychology and history) and, in May, completed a master’s
degree in education. Seth Lindenfelser, Saint
Paul, Minn., teaches high school biology and
coaches soccer at Mounds Park Academy.
Elizabeth Worzalla Riggs and Christopher ’92
live in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She is a watershed
planner for an Ann Arbor-based watershed
council, and he is completing an M.A. in education, his second graduate degree from the
University of Michigan. Kristin A. Wensing,
Middleton, is co-chair of the public policy
committee for Madison MAGNET, a young
professionals organization, and also serves on
the group’s steering committee.

1994

15th Reunion: June 2010
Katherine R. Metzo, Charlotte, N.C., is a
research fellow in the Siberian Studies Center of the Max Planck Institute for Social
Anthropology in Halle (Saale), Germany, for
the calendar year 2007. This past summer she
worked on a research project in Ulan-Ude,
looking at the role of the Buriat Ethnographic
Museum in the spiritual and cultural lives of
local residents.

1996

15th Reunion: June 2010
Shannon R. Barry, Madison, is executive director of Domestic Abuse Intervention Services.
Jennifer Crawford Renstrom, Bloomington,
Minn., is director of events and marketing
operations for both Mall of America and the
amusement park, Nickelodeon Universe.
Richard J. and Suzanne Hickman (’98) Tirk
live in Augusta, Kansas. Richard, an assistant
professor of music at Bethel College, delivered
a Faculty Seminar lecture and trumpet performance titled “Bridging Between Brass Band
and British Art Music (The Trumpet Music of
John Wallace)” at Bethel in April.

2000

10th Reunion: June 2010
Erica Moore Callaham, Sparks, Md., teaches

ESOL (English to Speakers of Other Languages)
to high-schoolers at Owings Mills High School
and to adults through the Carroll Community
College Continuing Education program. Cara
Helmke graduated from McGill University
with a Master of Business Administration
degree in marketing and received the university’s Roger C. Bennett Prize in Marketing.

2001

10th Reunion: June 2011
Pablo Masis, Omaha, Neb., was selected to
perform at the John F. Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C., as part of the Betty Carter
Jazz Ahead residency in April. Pablo teaches
trumpet at the Omaha Conservatory of Music.
Joshua Vande Hey, Loughborough, Leicestershire, U.K., received an ASCAP Foundation
Young Jazz Composer Award in June.

2002

5th Reunion: June 20-22, 2008
Danica E. Dralus and Stuart Schmitt ’01 live
in Menlo Park, Calif. Danica is completing a
Master of Science degree in geophysics at
UW-Madison.

2004

5th Reunion: June 20-22, 2008
Laurel A. Fritzsch, Cambridge, in January,
graduated from the University of Leicester
with a Master of Arts degree in museum studies. She has returned to the United States
after working in the education department
of the National Museum of Wales. Akshai
Sarin, Evanston, Ill. (www.axyzmusic.com), was
named among the “Top 18 Young Creative
Entrepreneurs in India 2007” by the Indian
Institute of Management and the British
Council. Andrea L. Wright, Monroe City, Mo.,
received a Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarship
and is enrolled in a master’s program in gender
and development at the Tata Institute of
Social Sciences in Mumbai, India. She also is a
research assistant with the Women’s United
Nations Report Network.

ﬁlmed on location in Ohio in October 2006.
He currently manages The Actor’s Playpen
theatre in Hollywood. Peter T. Gillette, Iowa
City, Iowa, is pursuing a Master of Arts degree
in trumpet at the University of Iowa and
has been accepted into the Ph.D. program in
musicology. Jaime E. Nodarse, Tampa, Fla., has
begun a graduate program in applied anthropology and public health. Monica R. Wulf, Chicago, Ill., is teaching general music at Cameron
Elementary, a public school on Chicago’s west
side. Andrew J. York, Little Canada, Minn., is
working for an environmental consulting company called Tetra Tech, doing work testing and
sampling soil and groundwater.

1980s
Scott D. Alwin ’85, a son, Captain Wesley
Scott, Aug. 4, 2006
Ann Buschhaus ’85 and Allan L. Ries ’87, a
son, Soren Lars Ries-Buschhaus, born March 19,
2006, adopted March 26, 2007
Jennifer Babboni-Fleming ’86 and Daniel W.
Fleming ’85, a daughter, Claire Fleming,
Sept. 23, 2006
Matthew E. Hane ’88 and Sheila Turner Hane,
a son, Richard, Sept. 22, 2006
Joseph J. Krupka ’88, triplets, Cameron Joseph,
Phoebe Miranda, and Benjamin Jeffrey, April
3, 2007

1990s

Births and adoptions
1970s
Kenneth R. Howell ’73 and Renee, a son, Alan
Michael, July 11, 2006

Jennifer K. Ackil ’90 and Brian C. Koeneman
’90, a daughter, Olivia, Jan. 28, 2006
Margaret L. Hall ’90 and Scott D. Greymont, a
daughter, Natalie Victoria Hall Greymont, April
3, 2006

“I am The Lawrence Fund. The Lawrence Fund supports everyone and everything

at Lawrence, including me.” Gennady Malyshev ’09 is from Princeton, New Jersey,
majors in physics, is a research assistant of Professor John R. Brandenberger, and a
member of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity. You are The Lawrence Fund, too. Gifts to the
fund are made available immediately for all of the operating expenses that go along
with providing a Lawrence education…like cooling and trapping rubidium atoms. To
keep Gennady in the lab, visit www.lawrence.edu/alumni/giving or call 1-800-283-8320.

2005

5th Reunion: June 2011
Jessica H. Bozeman, Bloomington, Ind., is a
graduate student at Indiana University and
working as a graduate intern in the Visual
Resource Center at DePauw University.
Nicholas C. Endres, Los Angeles, Calif., was
cast in the lead role in an independent feature
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John A. Aaholm ’91 and Shelley, a daughter,
Lauren, April 8, 2006
Douglas F. Call ’92 and Jennifer, a daughter,
Talbot Lily, Feb. 25, 2007
Leigh Newland O’Donnell ’92 and Tim, a
daughter, Audrey Jane, April 23, 2007
Jay W. Roberts ’92 and Marcie, a daughter,
Arden Miller, April 29, 2006
Stephen L. ’92 and Staci Wurdinger ’92
Wanty, a daughter, Sydni, May 24, 2006
Erika Pape Biemann ’94 and John, a son, Julian
Robert, May 5, 2007
Jennifer Palmer Veenstra ’94 and Matthew, a
daughter, Riley, Feb. 9, 2007
Darren ’95 and Elise H. Azuma ’94 Opel, a
son, Flinn Tsuru, May 2, 2007
Charles M. ’95 and Heather Mullikin ’96
Keane, a son, Casey, June 26, 2006
Cara Briles Zwieschowski ’95 and Jeff, a
daughter, Rachel Elise, Dec. 22, 2006
Jennifer Crawford Renstrom ’96, and Preston,
a daughter, Audrey Jane, April 12, 2007
Andrew T. ’96 and Jane Kohlman ’96 Dietrich,
a son, Andrew Simon, April 9, 2006, and a
daughter, Ramona Mae, Nov. 26, 2006
Angela L. Baker-Franckowiak ’97 and Jason
J. Franckowiak ’96, a son, London Shields
Franckowiak, Aug. 18, 2006
Brian B. Bartel ’97 and Carrie, twins, Jack Louis
and Olivia Mae, Jan. 5, 2007
Jill Slupianek Edwards ’97 and Jason, a daughter, Loralei Rose, Aug. 12, 2006
Martin P.A. Grifﬁn ’97 and Joanna, a son,
Noah Matthew, Feb. 3, 2007
Christopher M. Huff ’97 and Rachel, a son, Eli
Martin, Sept. 20, 2006
Mari Michalkiewicz-Nelson ’97 and Hans H.
Nelson, a daughter, Laurel Esther, June 30,
2006
Julie Schmitz Salt ’97 and Steve, a son, Lincoln
Elliot, Aug. 27, 2006
Melissa Munch Thompson ’97 and Chris, a
daughter, Lauren Charlotte, March 21, 2007
Eric W. ’98 and Kristen Bischoff ’98 Bressler,
a son, Miles Jacob, Jan. 18, 2007
Louis V. ’98 and Alissa Joseph ’98 Clark, a
daughter, Addison Rhodes, April 23, 2007

2000s
Monica A. Bayley ’00, a daughter, Neala
Renee, Jan. 9, 2006
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Marriages and unions

Deaths

1940s

1920s

John G. Lynch ’47 and Lorraine McSherry,
June 16, 2006

Verel Knaup Porter ’28, Rio Rancho, N.M.,
March 24, 2007. Survivors include a daughter,
Karla Porter Frosch ’54.

1970s
Kenneth R. Howell ’73 and Renee, Jan. 26, 2004
Ann Brenton ’77 and Stephen E. Winterer,
July 18, 2003
Penny Orwick ’77 and Michael Lancaster, Sept.
22, 2004
Thomas D. Stone ’79 and Jennifer Dowd,
Oct. 4, 2003

1980s
Martha C. Girard ’83 and Wayne U.
Wasserman, Feb. 2, 2007
Amy Miller ’86 and William L. Mason,
Sept. 30, 2006

1990s
Andrew R. Gussert ’91 and Lisa Stefanik,
Sept. 17, 2005
Timothy Riley ’92 and Kris, May 12, 2007
Renee Rousseau ’94 and Chad Weber,
Dec. 23, 2006
Claudia Reichelmann ’96 and Amarkosh Malik,
Oct. 22, 2005
Christa M. Perkins ’98 and Christopher Strom,
May 31, 2003
Chad P. Walby ’99 and Susan Call, June 28,
2003

2000s
Jeanne Sieglaff ’00 and Arvin Koepke,
Oct. 4, 2003
Katherine Donovan ’01 and Kirk Sousek, March
10, 2007
Rachel Gross ’01 and Michael Bloomberg, Sept.
3, 2006
Stuart W. Manning ’02 and Megan,
Aug. 19, 2006
Amy Svoboda ’03 and Michael Menzel,
Sept. 30, 2006
AnaLucia delaLamaFiguero ’05 and Gharrity
D. McNett ’05, May 13, 2006
Adam G. Wood ’05 and Kimberly, Oct. 7, 2006

1930s
Dorothy Gensch Hathaway M-D’31, Waupaca,
April 30, 2007
Helen Fancher Marshman M-D’31,
Harrisonberg, Va., March 11, 2007
Ruth I. Aldrich M-D’32, Milwaukee, May 10,
2007. Survivors include a niece, Elizabeth
Aldrich Mac Kenzie, ’77.
Helen B. Rudin ’32, Wickenburg, Ariz.,
May 8, 2007
Grace Nichol Winter ’33, Tucson, Ariz.,
Dec. 20, 2006
Elizabeth Hiller Crofoot M-D’34, South Bend,
Ind., Feb. 27, 2007
Edith M. Dudgeon ’34, Whitewater,
May 4, 2007
Norbert H. Franz ’34, Chilton, March 29, 2007.
Survivors include his wife, Phyllis.
Jean Shannon Reeve ’34, New Berlin, May 5,
2007. Survivors include a son, James S. Reeve II ’62;
a granddaughter, Leslie Hansen Beguin ’95; a
grandson, James Spofford Reeve III ’95; and a
niece, Nancy Watkins Parish ’62.
Jean Howell Aderhold ’35, Neenah, March 5, 2007
Mary Renn Bambery ’35, Kaukauna,
March 15, 2007
Charles G. Schultz ’36, Rhinelander,
March 26, 2007
Alice Porter Steiner M-D’36, Jefferson, Md.,
May 2, 2007
Linda Rosenheimer Kroncke M-D’37, Deerﬁeld,
April 14, 2007
Wesley W. Movitz ’37, San Diego, Calif., July 15,
2006. Survivors include his wife, Lynne.
Margery Butler Parker ’37, Houston, Texas,
April 28, 2007
Hallie Wolff Dew M-D’38, Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
March 31, 2007. Survivors include a daughter,
Patricia A. Dew ’69; son-in-law, Thomas R.
Pender ’69; and cousin, Nancy White Custer ’66.
Ruth Chapelle Nash ’38, Manitowoc,
March 4, 2007
Eunice Kenney Callahan M-D’39, Milwaukee,
April 4, 2007
Germaine Krautkraemer Heckert ’39,
Appleton, May 27, 2007

Lawrence books

Jazz ’Bones: The World of
the Jazz Trombone, by Kurt
Dietrich ’73, paperback,
600 pages, Advance Music,
2005.
Kurt Dietrich is the
Barbara Baldwin DeFrees
Professor of Performing
Arts at Ripon College. His ﬁrst book,
Duke’s ’Bones: Ellington’s Great Trombonists,
was published in 1995.
“[Dietrich’s] work in this wonderful
collection of history, anecdotes, and stories
is extremely well-researched and documented.
He traces the history of jazz trombone from
its early inception through the big band era,
bebop, new music, European, world music,
up to the present. One of the strengths of this
book is his inclusion of many lesser-known
trombonists — some of whom were
“monsters,” albeit overlooked. Although a
serious document, Jazz ’Bones is very
enjoyable reading.” — Jiggs Whigham, jazz
trombonist and leader of the BBC Big Band.
Keeping the House, by Ellen
Farrell Baker ’97, hardcover,
544 pages, Random House,
2007.
Ellen Baker earned a
master’s degree in American
studies from the University
of Minnesota, worked as
curator of a World War
II museum, and currently
is a bookseller and event coordinator at an
independent bookstore, J.W. Beecroft Books &
Coffee in Superior.
Keeping the House is the story of Dolly
Magnuson, a young housewife in 1950 who
ﬁnds that making marriage work isn’t as easy
as it looks in the pages of the Ladies’ Home
Journal. When Dolly and her husband move to

Pine Rapids, Wisconsin, Dolly tries to adapt
to her new life — keeping the house, supporting her husband’s career, fretting about
dinner menus, trying to ﬁt in at the stuffy
Ladies Aid quilting circle. Soon, Dolly’s restless imagination is seized by an abandoned
mansion set high on a hill above the town.
As Dolly’s own life and marriage become
increasingly difﬁcult, she begins to lose
herself in piecing together the story of three
generations of Mickelson men and women
who lived there.
Silent Witnesses:
Civilian Camp Money
of World War II, by
Ray Feller ’04 and
Steve Feller, 168
pages, BNR Press,
2007.
Rachel (Ray)
Feller attended her
ﬁrst American Numismatic Association
conference when she was nine and, at 11,
began writing a column, “Rachel Notes” that
continues to this day in the International
Bank Note Society (IBNS) Journal. She
graduated from Lawrence cum laude in psychology and English and was editor-in-chief
of The Lawrentian. She started work on
this book while still at Lawrence; major parts
of it are derived from her honors project,
“Subtle Rebellion: Symbols of Resistance on
WWII Camp Money.” Her father, Steve Feller,
a former president of the IBNS and a longtime student of camp money, is a professor
of physics at Coe College.
“A book on Holocaust numismatics
might seem forbidding to many readers,
but this book... [covers] one of those things
you’d never ask yourself about: how did
money change hands among displaced,
abused, and oppressed peoples during

World War II? This book, with its high
quality of research and masterful prose, can
introduce you to a strikingly new world you
never thought would have existed. It’s hard to
know whether to laugh or cry when discovering the small border on Australian prison camp
money that reads: ‘we’re here because we’re
here because we’re here because...’”
— amazon.com customer review
The Past Lives:
Embracing the
Wisdom and Healing
Power of Your Soul
by Jean Rita Linder ’71.
Paperback, 208 pages, Alma
Publications
(www.AlmaPublications.
com), April 2007.
Jean Linder began
her career as an archaeologist
in southern Illinois. In Denver she wrote
technical reports for 25 years as an environmental analyst, hospital planner, and consultant.
She currently is a writer and healer living in
La Crosse.
The Past Lives presents past lives and
past-life therapy as powerful tools for
healing in this lifetime. It reveals how
unresolved issues from other times and
places can limit our potential by affecting
relationships, fears, beliefs, emotions, and
health. The book answers the who, when,
why, and how questions regarding the nature of
past lives, and it demonstrates how to access
these memories for the purpose of healing.
The underlying message of The Past Lives is
the healing and transformation of human
consciousness.
One reviewer said, “The book is a pure
delight to read!…The concepts are explained
very clearly and concisely.”
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John D. Schmerein ’39, Neenah, April 7, 2007.
Survivors include his wife, Margaret Gilbert
Schmerein ’40.

1940s
Esther Tacke Bartelt M-D’40, Oshkosh,
May 12, 2007
Dolores Lewis Klatt ’40, Wheaton, Ill.,
April 1, 2007

Gervais E. Reed
1931-2007
Gervais (Gerry)
Reed, professor
emeritus of French,
died as the result of
a bicycle accident
on June 20, 2007.
Born in Greeley, Colorado, and raised
in Garden City, Kansas, Professor Reed
spent two years in the Army, serving
in Europe, after earning his bachelor’s
degree in European studies from
Princeton in 1954. He joined the Lawrence
faculty in 1964 after teaching for four
years at Brown University, where he had
earned the Ph.D. in French language and
literature. He was appointed the Marie
Wollpert Professor of Modern Languages
in 1989. Although he ofﬁcially retired
in 1996, he continued to teach Freshman
Studies.
He authored numerous articles on
French literature, ranging from the 17th
to 20th centuries, and served as creative

Geraldine Kuehmsted Spencer ’40, Aiken, S.C.,
March 17, 2007. Survivors include her son, Stuart S. Spencer ’79; a sister-in-law, Sarah Spencer
Ward ’53; and a cousin, Owen A. Kuehmsted ’51.
Jean Lovett Ehrenhaft M-D’41, Iowa City, Iowa,
May 18, 2007. Survivors include her husband, J.
L. Ehrenhaft, and a son, J. Bruce Ehrenhaft ’71.
Jeanne Knapp Leedale M-D’44, Mentor, Ohio,
May 2, 2007. Survivors include her husband,
William.
Lorraine Deibler Newby M-D’44, Rose Hill,
Kan., Jan. 1, 2007
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Mary Ellen Maedke ’45, Algoma, Nov. 9, 2006.
Survivors include a cousin, Muriel Braaten
Williams ’44.
Doug Cook ’46, Escondido, Calif., May 8, 2007
C. A. Rodriguez ’46, Palm Coast, Fla., March
29, 2007. Survivors include his wife, Christina.
Billy G. Davis ’48, Atlanta, Ga., May 8, 2007.
Survivors include his wife, Margaret, and a
daughter, Patricia Davis ’75.

works editor of French Review, the
ofﬁcial publication of the American
Association of Teachers of French.
He authored a book, Claude Barbin:
Libraire de Paris sous le règne de
Louis XIV, about the publisher of
Molière and LaFontaine, and he especially
enjoyed teaching 17th-century plays.
In 1996, he was named a Chevalier
de l’ordre des Palmes Académiques — a
knight in the Order of Academic Palms
— by the French Ministry of Education.
The award was in recognition of “the
gratitude of the French authorities for
your activities on behalf of our language
and culture in the United States.”
In addition to his 36-year teaching
career, Professor Reed spent a year as
Lawrence’s dean of students, directed
the French Seminar on six different
occasions, served as president of
Appleton’s “A Better Chance” program,
and oversaw a summer transitional
program in the early 1970s for African
American students attending Lawrence.

John W. Harris ’48, Sioux Falls, S.D., Feb. 2, 2007
Charles F. Klieforth ’48, Greenville, May 10, 2007
Vernon H. Lange, Jr. ’48, Eau Claire,
May 21, 2007
Betty Kalbus Otto M-D’48, Largo, Fla.,
Nov. 3, 2006
Miriam Below Porter, ’48, Harrisonburg, Va.,
March 6, 2007
Mary Welker Faucett ’49, Boynton Beach, Fla.,
Jan. 7, 2007
Jean Banholzer Pahle ’49, Queensbury, N.Y.,
June 7, 2006

1950s
Nancy Miller Mann ’50, Mount Morris, Ill.,
Aug. 15, 2004
Violet Thebo Duecker ’51, Shorewood, May 1,
2007. Survivors include her husband, Daniel D.
Duecker ’51.
Lois Hilgers Logan ’51, Wilmette, Ill.,
April 5, 2007
Lucille Jeske Boyes ’52, Westport, Conn.,
March 21, 2006
Jared Ingersoll ’52, Evanston, Ill., May 27, 2007.
Survivors include a daughter, Judith Ingersoll
Gray ’80; a son, Stephen B. Ingersoll ’80; and a
grandson, Robert Alexander Gray ’10.
Janet Welker Murphy ’52, Elk Grove Village,
Ill., March 7, 2007. Survivors include a sister, Joy
Welker Dawson ’52.
Lois Tomaso Crabb ’53, Appleton,
April 24, 2007
Barbara Packman Selin M-D’53, Larkspur, Calif.
Jan. 5, 2006
Dorothy Nelson Young ’53, Oak Park, Ill.,
April 23, 2007
Joseph G. Danton ’54, Yarmouth Port, Mass.,
March 4, 2007. Survivors include a daughter,
Susan R. Danton ’81.
JoAnn Diggins Thompson M-D’54, Des Moines,
Iowa, March 9, 2007
Nina Del Bassiouni ’57, Chicago, Ill., May 4,
2006. Survivors include her husband, M. Cherif
Bassiouni.
Judith Gross Mueller ’57, Waukesha, April 2, 2007

1960s
Ronald P. Alwin ’61, Saint Charles, Ill., May
19, 2007. Survivors include two sons, Scott D.
Alwin ’85 and Martin Pirojboot Alwin ’07.
Dorothy Kief Greek M-D’62, Fort Mill, S.C.,
Nov. 4, 2006
Gary Maltzen ’65, Excelsior, Minn., March 1, 2007.
Survivors include his wife, Bonnie J. Lervik.
Judith Larrabee Martin ’65, Davison, Mich.,
Dec. 9, 2006. Survivors include her husband,
Edgar.
Martha Virtue Bablitch ’66, Waunakee,
April 4, 2007

1970s
Lydia K. Armstrong ’79, Silver Spring, Md.,
March 26, 2007. Survivors include her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Armstrong.

1980s
Ann E. Bliss ’82, Milwaukee, Feb. 12, 2005

Arthur Plantz
Remley
1917-2007

1990s
Daniel J. Brant ’90, Itasca, Ill., Nov. 17, 2006.
Survivors include his wife, Kathy, and three
children. Gifts to assist the family can be made
at www.danbrant.com. (This corrects information originally published in the Summer 2007
issue.)

Honorary degree
David Halberstam, Litt.D. ’96, New York, N.Y.,
April 23, 2007. A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of The Best and the Brightest
and 19 other books, including one on the
Korean War to be published this fall. He was
the Honors Convocation speaker at Lawrence
in 1996. Survivors include his wife, Jean.

Trustee
Arthur P. Remley, Neenah, May 31, 2007 (see
obituary, this page). Survivors include his
brother, Samuel G. Remley ’43.

Faculty
Marian Ming, Menasha, April 29, 2007. Wife of
the late Professor of Music James Ming, she
founded the cello department in the Conservatory of Music and taught there for several
years.
Gervais E. Reed, Appleton, June 20, 2007 (see
obituary, page 54). Survivors include his wife,
Mary Kay, and two sons, Chris and Geoffrey.

Staff
Darlene Fritz, Appleton, June 20, 2007. She
joined the Lawrence staff in 1985, working
ﬁrst in admissions and, since 1995, in Central
Services. Survivors include her husband,
Thomas; a daughter, Kelly Fritz Schultz ’94;
and a son, Jason L. Fritz ’95.

Friend of Lawrence
Harold Adams, Appleton, March 11, 2007. He
served the First National Bank of Appleton for
27 years as president and then as chairman of
the board of directors. The Harold C. and Jean
Adams Scholarship at Lawrence University was
established in 1978 through a gift by directors,
ofﬁcers, and employees of the bank and is
awarded annually to students on the basis of
need, scholarship, and musical talent.

Arthur Remley,
long-time Lawrence
trustee and benefactor, grew up in
Appleton near the campus of Lawrence
College, with which his family had been
associated since 1880 and where his
grandfather, Samuel Plantz, served from
1894 to 1924 as president. His mother,
Elsie Plantz Remley, graduated from Lawrence in 1910 and served two terms as
a trustee; his father taught at Lawrence
as an instructor in engineering from 1912
to 1914; his brother, Sam, graduated in
1943; and his wife, Catharine Merriman
Beals, although an alumna of Mills College, attended Lawrence for two years
and is counted as a member of the Class
of 1939.
He attended DePauw University
and graduated in 1938 as a member of
Phi Beta Kappa before going on to the
University of Wisconsin Law School,

Family members
Neal L. Altmann, Sheboygan, Jan. 10, 2007,
father of Colin A. Altmann ’00
Joyce P. Bogs, Birmingham, Ala., Jan. 7, 2007,
wife of George J. Bogs ’47
James L. Gamsky, Pickerel, May 10, 2007, father
of Christopher J. Gamsky ’89
Maria Gross, Plymouth, March 27, 2007,
mother of Martin G. Gross ’85
Henry W. Haverstock, Jr., Minneapolis, Minn.,
Feb. 12, 2007, husband of Shirley Rasmussen
Haverstock ’51
LeRoy G. Holm, Madison, Nov. 14, 2004,
husband of Marian Pietsch Holm ’43
Percy LuVert, Chicago, Ill., May 10, 2007, father
of Jennifer C. LuVert ’93
David L. Lyon, Mount Vernon, Iowa, Feb. 20,
2006, father of Holly Lyon Park ’82 and
Chris F. Lyon ’85

where he was an associate editor of the
Wisconsin Law Review and was elected
to the Order of the Coif. He practiced
law ﬁrst in Appleton and then, for many
years, in Neenah, with concentrations in
estate planning, probate, trust, tax, and
corporate law.
He was elected to the Lawrence
Board of Trustees in 1952 and a year later
was appointed to its executive committee, on which he served until elected an
emeritus trustee in 1993. He served as
secretary of the board for over 30 years
and was board chair from 1968 to 1971.
Arthur Remley played a central role
in two major events in the college’s
history. In 1962, he was a chief representative of the college in working with
Donald and Winifred Boynton and their
attorneys to effect the Boyntons’ gift
of Björklunden, their Door Country
estate. In 1964, he was a key ﬁgure in the
negotiations between Lawrence and the
trustees of Milwaukee-Downer College
that led to the consolidation of the two
institutions.

Geraldine Marshall, Edina, Minn., Sept. 16,
2006, mother of Andrew L. Marshall ’82 and
Daniel D. Marshall ’91
Joan Schaenzer Pieper, Weyauwega, March 11,
2007, mother of Pauline Pieper Allison ’86
Frank J. Skola, Jr., Wausau, Jan. 14, 2007, father
of Wendy Skola ’83 and Krista Skola-Salas ’85
Roger L. St. Aubin, Kaukauna, March 15, 2007,
husband of Rosemary St. Aubin ’50 and father
of Jessica St. Aubin Jacobs ’82
Mary Jane Stomberg, May 8, 2007, mother of
Mary L. Carlson-Mason ’72
Gordon Weber, Sturgeon Bay, Nov. 22, 2006,
father of David L. Weber ’82
Deane R. Woelffer, Sr., Sarasota, Fla., March
3, 2007, husband of Donna Fraider StewartWoelffer ’56
William B. Wood, Dallas, Texas, May 12, 2007,
husband of Ruth Schuettge Wood ’37
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Björklunden Yesterday: (top) the original lodge, summer home of the Boynton family; (bottom) Professor William Chaney leads a seminar on the porch.
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